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"In The Service Of Marshall County For Over Half Century"
BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRI DAY. APRIL 28 1939

MARSHALL WPA
WORKERS PLAN
BURIAL FUND

ACCOUNT OF FIRE TRUCK AND HOUSE
FUNDS GIVEN BY G. A. THOWSON

Gammel's Modern
Service Station
To Open on May 1

MAY INVITE LIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS
TO OLD SOUTHERN HARMONY SINGING

The new modern sereiee
station a quarter of a mile
from Benton on the Paducah
Benton Highway owned by J.
D. Gemmel will open fermally
to the public on May, 1 and
will give one quart of oil
free with each purchase of
five gallons of gasoline.
The new station—Cammers
Brown Gable Service Station
—has an enclosed 'Oratorium and wash pit and is modern throughout with modern
equipment.' Standard Oil products and Atlas tires will be
featured by the station.

A letter from Hastings eat to all real Americans.
The official title of the
House, publishers of the Old
Southern • Harmony
Song book will be the "Southern
Book, was received here this Harmony and Musical ComEach Worker To
panion," and is a collection
week by Attorney H. H. Lov- Of tunes, hymns, psalms,
Contribute 25c
odes
ett and stated that printing and -uthems that have been
Every Two Weeks
of the book was to have been sung at the annual Big SingFuneral services for Samcompleted Wednesday (April ing in Benton since 1884. The
labWPA
The death of a
uel
McKinney Watkins, 91,
26) and that binding should first edition of this book
orer's child here the past
were held Tuesday afternoon
be
dates
back
over
a
100
completed
by
May
years
1
at
week was the cause for the
which time shipment would' ago to 1834. The last edition at 2:30 'o'clock at the Benton
beginning of the Marshall
Methodist church with the
,was printed in 1854.
be
made.
County WPA Burial Fund
Rev. Ray Pafford and the
The
Young
Plans
are
Men's
Progress
underway
now
to
here this week.
invite
photographers from !Club of Benton and the Fed- Rey, J. W. Fowler officiaThe trustees for the fund,
LIFE
magazine
to view the eral Writer's Project have ting. Burial was in the Strow
Albert Penny, Willard Allen
old Southern Harmony Sing- I united their efforts to pro- cemetery.
and Ace Dunnigan told the
Mr. Watkins died Monday
ing here on the fourth Sun- duce the Southern Harmony
Tribune-Democrat today that
from a heart ailment. He was
Songbook
with
an
illustrated
day
in
,May.
The
suggestion
the perfection of the fund
the invitation came from : story of the festival and its a native of Trigg county and
was entirely voluntary and
a member of the Methodist
Walter Frese of.Hastinge I background.
Mr.
that other than giving printed
church. He is survived by
Plans
are
also,
he
conbeing
made,
House,
who
that
said
worker
WPA
each
recepits to
siders the festival unique and by the Progress Club, to sell his widow, Mrs. Mary E.
who contributed, there would
$3,224.67
quite
important and one that the books in the coming Watkins; two sons, Wallace,
be no other organization. Payments on same as follows:
The Marshall Coeinty Health
of Henderson, and Gip WatMoney for the fund would Phillips Chevrolet Co
Department will -I join other should prove to be of inter- weeks before the big singing. kins, of Benton; a daughter,
be deposited at a local' bank
county health units and de585.21
for chassis
Sem Della Hetzel, of Garden
and when a WPA worker General Fire -Truck
partments over t e Gann:nonCity. Kan., and two grandneeded hospitalization or burweelth of Kent ky in obCorp. on Truck
children.
ial expenses money would be
serving "Child Iealt Day"
1,043.50
and Siren
Active pallbearers were:
drawn from the fund for General Fire Truck
here on Monday May 1.
Cliff Trees, H. H. Lovett, W.
those purposes.
It has been the custom for
'Corp. for Nozzles
L. Prince, Rollie Creeson, R.
Mr. Penny said the idea for
many years to designate the
and connect.
73.47
R. MeWaters and Curt Philthe fund originated last week Trees Lumber Co.
Work was underway this
Funeral services for Char- lips. honorary pallbearers:
first day of May In this state
when he purchased a casket H. A. Petter Supply Co.
as Child Health Day and civic week on the new LongIt les Webster Lillard, 35, of Dr. V. A. Staley, Dr. L. L.
for he child of Willie Joyce, Morgan & Heathand various other orgnaiza- Standard Station which pron Dexter were held Friday Washburn
Sam
Cresson,
Sand then asked fellow WPA and others for material
tions have focused their at- ises to be one- of the most morning at 10/ o'clock at the George Combs, Henry Holwerkers to donate a small
Methodist land, Walter Travis, Dr. j.
Chapel
tention on a child health pro- modern in this section of the Brooks
used in Fire House, 272.49
amount to help defray burial
church with the Rev. Blan- M. Woodall, Sid
country.
gram for that day.
Parker. Jim
expenses. The fund was overThe building, located on kenship officiating. Burial
1,974.67
Coheen, Ivory Adair, Marioa
monthe
and
subscribed $5.00
the old site will be 49x26 was in the Brooks Chapel Holland, George Lemons„ J.
Leaving a balance due
ey deposited at a local bank
feet with an office wing meas- cemetery. Mr. Lillard 'died T. Iields and J.
on Equipment and
Wes Filbeek.
and plans were mapped for
uring 21 feet. Everything will' Wednesday at Western State
Building
1,250.00
Mr.
Watkins'
body
was rethe fund to cover all work- which is as follows:
be inclosed and Will incluOi Hospital in Hopkinsville. His moved to the
Filbeck
and
Raymond Thweatt. 20, who a salesroom, inclosed Freese body was removed .to the
ers who contributed.
General Fire Truck
Cann Funeral Home and later
was
workwanted
by
Marshall
coungiven
Receipts will be
rack,
modern - equipment, Linn-Roberts Funeral Home
Corp: as is evidenced ,
ty officials on a charge of washing pit, steam heat. hot where it remained Until the returned to the residence.
ers who contributed the 25e
by two notes for
"having carnal knowledge of and 'cold water and two reek, funeral hour.
every two weeks and an ac$575,00 each secured •
a female under 16 Years of rooms.
curate record kept by the
Mr. Lillard is survived by
by Mortgage on
was arrested this week
age.'
three trustees. All payments
The building, of brick eon, one sister, Clelia Jones; three
1,150.00
Truck
at the home of hia ._ other in itruction, will be painted brothers, Owen ei Lox and Elwill be made to the trustees. Tress Lumber Co.,
St.
Louis and bio ht here white and 'will be trimmed mer Lillard. and his. mother,
The fund is purely local in
Bal. open account .. 100.00
Willie Jackson. 44, of Benby Sheriff Jaek gd amis.
nature and is. more or less a Total Collection on
red. Large Neon signs will MTS. Ella Lillard.
ton,
who was arrested in PaHe failed to make bonds order the building. Standard
neighborhood plan to aid each
ducah
Wednesday - on
a
totaling $2.500 and- was lodg- oil products will be featured
ether in time of sickness and
-ha me of -Child- desertion was
trial
His
-*death. ed in eountv jail.
.xclusively at the station.
released here the same day oi
will be held at the J ine term
John Ed Long, manager Of
,
bond of $300. Sheriff Jack
Mrs.
Lawrence Baker and of Circuit court.
Joe Pete Ely, Will Ely,
the station, said that they
!Edwards said that he brought
Closing the 1938-39 school daughter were conveyed from
Walker Strow
John
According to She if Jack will continue to sell gas and
and
iJackson to Benton from Pahappy the Mason Hospital April 20 Edwards, Thweatt is rePortedStrow spent Friday and Sat- year brings about
dl and give lubrication sea.moments
of
I dueah when he was notified
graduation
for
to
their
home
at
laving
urday in Louisville on busiBirmingham, to have married sine
Funeral services for Mrs. by Paducah officers.
eiee at the present site until
the
Seniors.
The
corJackson's
seniors
KY. The Filbeck and Cann here and is. ti_se faten of a the new station
ness.
•
is completed. Alma Victoria Henson, 61, trial will be held at the June
dially invite the people of ambulance was used.
three months old baby.
wife of Walter Henson, Ben- term of
Marshall Circuit
Mary Frances Hitehens is Marshall county to attend the
Mr. Weldon Nelson was ad4, were held Fri- 'court.'
HOBSON
INFANT
ton-Route
DIES
spending this week in Padu- following events:
mitted to the Riverside hosPaul Payne Bryant, Seth AT BIRTH SATURDAY
with
day at 3 p. m. at Hamlet
Senior Play: "The Circus pital Sunday
cah visiting her aunt, Mrs.
night for an op- Roberts. Jr., Mae rrvathan.
• the Rev. J. J. Gough officia- SHARPE COMMENCEMENT
Girl,"
on
Friday
night
8 o'- eartion for appendicitis. Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Ro e s left
W. A. Martin and Mr. Martin.
Francis Marie Hobson, in- ting.• Burial was in Hamlet
clock, April 28.
Nelson underwent the opera- Wednesday morning f r Lex- fant daughter of Mr. and cemetery. Mrs. Henson died WEEK PROGRAM
Baccaltureate Sermon: Eld- tion successfully. He is get- ington, Ky., where M. RobMr. and Mrs. Dudley HowMrs. Herschel Hobson of Ben- of a fractured skull last TuesWednesday night, April 26,
ard and children, of Salem, er F. W. Gould will preach ting along nicely. Filbeck and erts and Miss Treyatl n will 'pn died at birth Saturday. day at the Mason Memorial
III., spent the week end here Sunday night ,at 8 o'clock.
Cann ambulance service was vie with students reprehentinn Burial was held in The Hal- Hospital in Murray, She was Senior play..
Class Night: Wednesday used.
Sunday night, April 30, Bacvisiting Mr. Howarcrs parents
other Kentucky high schools 'oin cemetery with the Linit- reported to have 'fallen into
night,
May 3.
calaureate
Sermon.
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard.
in voice.
of
'home
basement
at
the
Robetts Funeral Home in the
Commencement Exercises:
Monday night. May 1, MusMrs. Harry Miller, Mrs.
arrangements', her daughter, Mrs. Clyde
!barge
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Guess Friday night May 5 at 8 o'- Matt Sparkman, Mrs. R. R.
Mrs, Ray Smith. Mrs. A.
The infant's grandmother. Gordon. The body was remov- ic Concert.
Tuesday night, May 2,
and Mrs. J. B. Yates of Ma- clock with Prof. F. D. Mel- MeWaters. Mrs. L. E. Mc- A. Nelson and Mrs.! Harry Mrs. L. F. Hampton. of Ten- ed to the Linn-Roberts Funlen,
Public
English
aid
Class
Night.
Benton
Ky.,
rion.
visited in
Henry and Mrs. Rollie Cress- Jones attended the sestiions of
survives besides tire. eral Home to await the funSpeaking Department of Mur- on attended the Kentucky the Kentucky Federation of nessee.
Wednesday,
May 3, High
Tuesday.
eral hour.
ray State College.
Federation of Womans Clubs Woman'S flubs in Paducah
Besides her husband Mrs. School Picnic.
Thursday night, May
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon
TuesdaY evening.
in Paducah Thursday.
Henson is survived by two
son of Gilbertsville visite,/
sons. Orean and Claude Hen- Commencement Exercise.
Friday and Saturday. Max
Mrs. Allison's mother, Mrs.
son; four daughters, Mrs. Ma5
and 6, Junior and Senior
Laura Fergerson Sunday.
, The Aurora 4H Club .had nella Gordon, Mrs. Beatrice
Kirk A. Pool has opened
Belna Timmons Mammoth Cave trip.
'April
Mrs.
party
Friday
night,
Henson,
a
Mrs. Charles Compton of an office supply and equip14. Games were played and and Mrs. Bonnie Mae Turner.
P. M. Anderson of Route
-Paducah is visitieg her daugh- ment store in Murrat- and
refreshments were served by Three brothers, Tom. King
ter, Mrs. Dan Draffen, this states that he will concentrate
mem- and P. B. Hartley also sur- 5, Miss Helen Stone of Route
che
Club
members.
Nine
hie efforts in Murray and
4, !. E. Vance of Route 1,
week.
visitors vive.
People of this section will Dione also entertain with all bers and ,thirteen
Benton, as he is a firm be.
011ie Pac eof Route 1. J. K.
Rube
were:
present.
Those
attending
Pallbearers
were
styles of dancing.
•
Miss Charlene Eley and Mr, liever in the future of these be pleased to hear that the
• Lovett, Rob Cathey. Homer Chandler of Route 4, Miss Anwere:
Tip
'
Tyler,
the
yodeling
and Mrs. W. A. Martin of two towns. Mr. Pool, says he well known Bisbee's comed- cowboy and his guitar; Don
Mr. Bothwell, Mr. Miller, Hartley. Loyd Holley, Perry na Marie Hulen of Calvert
Paducah visited Mrs. C. W. or his representative will ians will be in Benton' for Spencer. the saxapheine wiz- Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hen- Greenfield and Floyd Lamb. City, Mrs. George Clark of
Eley during the past week make regular weekly calls in one week beginning Monday ard; Mahala, the, master ma- derson, Marshall Gregory..VirFlower bearers: Mira Mor- Route 4, Gus McGregor of R.
Benton. Kirk is well known
end.
Johnginia
Wallace,
.Barbara
gan. Ruby Nell Noles and 6, J. F. Bowerman of Route
night May 1.
N'icket
At,
gieian; - Bradley
exander
in Benton, where he has been
6 were visitors in Benton
McDaniel, Nell Oleane Fields.
ston,
Ruth
The
name
Bisbee
has
long
and
Victoria
,
harMrs. Bettie Johnson, who a frequent visitor.
Saturday.
signified the beat in enter- mony singers._ and Howard Jones, Joe Paughn, (Aetna
has been ill at her home here
GipWill
Jones,
Mathis.
Dwain
X.
Warren,
Hugh
Charles
Judge and Mrs. Joe L. Price tainment and under the genial Johnson, the king ot mirth,
Mr. W. B. Hastings of
is improving.
Norwood, Edward Sirls. Ar- son and H. H. McGregor were
and Miss Connell Brandon management 9f J. C. Bisbee, are among other me bets of let
Route
4 was in Benton SatWedcounty
Johnston,
Lyon
Jones,
Blake
in
E.
visitors
the cleanest of comedy will the company who pre4en.t outand Mrs. Tullus Black attended the rites for Samuel be pregented.
Mr. nesday in the interest of Mr. urday on business anti while
Leneave,
Robert
Ross
and
4udeville
mending
novelty
visitors in Paducah Moue Watkins here Tuesday at the
This sewn Bisbee's Com: acts between acts of te plays and Mrs. Dale Leneave, Char- Jones' candidney for repre- here renewed his su ription
Methodist ehurch.
rat for
les Henson and William Gold. sentative from the Marshall- to the Tribune De
ediarfs bring the greatest ar- nightly.
2
more
years.
Lyon. district.
The management 4ngs'one
ray of talent to be found on
any tented show. Following of the greatest ac ig casts 'Mrs. ha Griffith. and .Mr.
Mrs. L. E. McHenry. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Morgan
that ever-popular comedian, ever to appear in th ir mam- and Mrs. H. Grubbs of PaduSparkman, Miss MargarMat
the
Tenn.,
spent
Purryar,
"Rube" Brasfield, the South's moth tent theatre. IT g open- cah spent Sunday here visit- of
MTS. Rollie CressHeath.
et
Mr.
visiting
end
Grifweek
Jamie
Mrs.
past
and
play
§unday night at 7:30 the favorite comedian, are such ing
is ` etouring ing Mr.
There is only one more
Mrs. Lamar attended
and
on
Edwards.
Mrs.
Robert
and
fith.
will
be
sermon
Wives."
li
l
aecalaureate
well
known
artists
as
Eddie
week of school and things are
the program and tea at Mrs.
m Boys,
Bisbee's Eight R
going at a fast clip. With all held. Everyone is invited. Gardner and Dione Oliver
Will Mason's home honoring
7:
4,
at
popular radio artists. Along "Dixie's hottest and peppiest
the activities that naturally Thursday night, May
delegates to the Kentucky
come in the closing days of 30 the final exercise or the with his singing and dancing swing band,'" will f4nish the
of Womans Clubs
Federation
school everyone is busy try- one looked forward to by the Eddie features a Dallape ae- musk for each eveng's enin Paducah.
meeting
which
is
ing to close out the school Seniors' will be held. That cordian and a miniature elee- tertainment.
Sermon: Sun- ville. Benediction, Willie GorBaccalaureate
night amid joys and tears the rtic organ. Dione presents "Rube' Brasfield.-• your old
year with a bang.
don.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones of
Ably assisting between acts, Seniors will receive their di- for your approval the electric friend "Toby." is crazier day, April 30, with the 'Rev.
Program:—
Ky.. are spending
Lexington.
Commencement
singing guitar, a new and than ever this year—a laugh Parr, pastor of the Birmingthe Junior Quartette will ex: plomas.
Cox.
here visiting Mr.
Invocation,
M.
R.
week
May
4.
this
erciee their voices to the exFriday the entire school novel -musical instrument. She in every line.
ham Methodist church giving Address by Elder J. B. Hard- and Mist. Tom donee and Mr
pieis an adept artist, having
The admission each eve- the invocation. Piano Duet:
tent of some very pretty and will 'WI on their annual
eman, of Mayfield, Ky. Piano and MTS. Sam Vey.
worthwhile songs. This is the nic witre eats, games and studied under the guidance of ning will be 10e and 25e.
Rebecand
Winters
Solo, Mrs. Max Locker. Duet,
Elizabeth
highlight of the entertaining all that goes with a picnic native Hawaiian instructors. with ladies free opening
the Bertel Henson and Elizabeth
by
Sermon
Johnson.
ca
picnic
each
paid
come
That
adult
will
enjoyed.
beautiful,
dreamy
festivals for this year so
be
She plays
night with
pastor of Winters. Benediction, Paul
Saturday niglit April 29 at officially closes this school Hawaiian melodien as well as ticket. Doors open at 7:15 Rev. John Flynn,
Eddy- Clayton.
church,
Baptist
the
8:00.
popular numbers. Eddie and and curtain at
7:30 and bring your friends. year.
The following accounting
of the expenditures for the
fire truck and the fire house
and other incidentals is listed below by G. A. Thompson
who headed the committee in
charge of raising the funds
for the new equipment.
Cost of Fire Truck,
General Fire Truck
$2,000.00
Corp.
Cost of Chassis, bought
of Phillips Chevro585.21
let
Cost of Siren,
bought of General
193.00
Fire Co.
Cost of Nozzles
and Connections .... 73.47
Cost of Fire House,
•Wiring etc.
372.49

Fire Truck and
Fire House Fund .,1,976.00
Less Amt paid out . 1,974.67
Leaves a Bal. in bank
1.33
of
We still have a few subgeribers to this fund that
have failed to pay, and whom
we are expecting to pay as
it is as just a debt as any
other they might owe, all
of which will b_e paid, totalling $28.50.
I We are indeed grateful to
the- loyal citizens of Benton
who have contributed to this
we have beworthy cause,
fore stated, and we are willing to wager that no town
of its size in the country has
a greater percentage of progressive citizens than has Benton, and we have the utmost
faith that they will always
show their colors when called upon to do so.
We have some, however.
that have not contributed, as
they should as can be seen
by the list of names in the
papers from time to time,
but we still believe that inasmuch as the Equipment has
already demonstrated its value, in saving of property
which has a value of several
times of the cost of the
equipment, that we will ultimately raise the entire amount, and then we can say
a,good job well done by the
most loyal people in the best
town of its size in Western
Kentucky.
Additional Contributions
A. A. Nelson
Geo. E. Long
2.50
Heath Hardware and
Far. Co.
A. E. Cross
2.00
Chester Thomas,
U. S. Navy
5.00

a

START WORK ON , C. W. LILLARD OF
SERVICE STATION DEXTER IS BURIED

MRS. ALMA HENSON
RITES ON FRIDAY

BISBEE'S COMEDIANS TO BE IN BENTON
FOR ONE WEEK BEGINNING MAY 1
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graduat
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r
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"
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Johnny" and
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J.
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Engineer of the
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graduating
After
of Hardin Route 1 and was ploma. During his four years
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.
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a
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carpenters over
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n
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Marshall County High School
of representing Marshall coun- for farm
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d at the Counobtaine
ty 4-H Club judging team at may be
seventeen year old daughter
or by writoffice,
Agent's
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Mr.
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uis Burd, the
at LouisGraduates, Accept our Best Wishes
College of
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harri- and Mrs. Guy Burd, was born the State Fair held
the
ing direct to
to the
ville, Ky., in 1938.
on.
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son was born January 23, Sep . 24, 1920.
at
ture
Agricul
people
of
meeting
way
His
1922, at Olive. At the age of
B cause of his genuine per- and the fact that he never
five she entered the Olive
May
e.
mileston
great
first
the
as a lead- meets a stranger, have won In Memoriam
passed
You have
grade school where she com- son lity and ability
vice pres- him many friends. He plan;
chosen
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he
er,
In loving memory of Walpleted her eighth grade eduyou enjoy other successes as you have this one.
his Sophomore to enter College in the spring
t
ide
during
cation.
ter Collins who passed away
of 1940.
years.
on April 25, 1910. Loving
In the fall of 1935 she en- ant Senior
in
begun
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n
s
educatio
tered Hardin High School
and kind in all his ways;
Lovett
B.
Helen
home.
his
near
iall
s
school
a
entire
her
upright and just to the end
where she has spent
kind
LEE'S SERVICE
four years. She has the hon- Af4r one year he moved to
Helen Blanche Lovett is the of his days; sincere and
or of.being the youngest in Dettoit where -he continued attractive daughter of Mr. in heart and mind, what a
STATION
KENTUCKY
going to school until he re- and Mrs. Carl Lovett of near beautiful memory he left beHARDEN
her class.
finishthen
He
. During her four years she turLed home.
Olive. She was born Novem- hind.
Sadly missed by his lovhas appeared in four plays, ed his elementaryeducation ber 27, 1921, and is 17 years
Hardin, Ky.
Dayins.
Coll
and son,
wife, Lula,
ing
"When a Woman Decides," at iberty.
old.
5270 Campbell,
Ii the fall of 1935 he en'Mammy's Little Wild Rose,'
Her education was begun
ltpd
Harat
School
High
"
tertad
Mich.of
Johnny
of
Love
it,
idetro
"For the
in a small one room build- D
and the Senior play, "The din, where he is now gradu- ing near her home. From
Circus Girl." She was a mem- atirlg. During his four years there she :went to Detroit
MaY You Succeed
ber of the Pepsters club and he appeared in the following where she attended school
also secretary and treasurer plays: "For the Love of for two years and she then
Keep Working as You
in Your Chosen Field
of her class in her Sophomore Johnny,' "Coast to Coast" returned home and completed her eighth grade educayear. Foy- years she has been and, "The Circus Girl"
Did in High School
Ainong the things he likes tion at Olive. She begun her
a member of the 4-H Club
.which she served as secretary best are fresh air, bright sun- high school career at Hardin
As you worked in high
and You'll SUCCEED!
in 193-5. Helen is well liked
and treasurer for one year. shine and exercise.
school to achieve your
He intends to continue his and will be missed next year.
Her plans after graduation
n.
edueatio
ed.
undecid
Some of her many activities
are
diploma, may you also
while at Hardin are: Plays,
dilWe commend you for your
D. Y. Andras
work in your chosen voGlen Dale Lovett
"Mammy's Little Wild Rose,"
your
igent efforts in getting
D, Y. Andrus, the 17 year "When a Woman Decides,"
cation to achieve success
• Glen Dale LOvett, 18 year
"
of
Johnny
Love
"For
the
old son of Mr. and Mrs. El- old son of Mr. and Mrs. John and "The Circus Girl." She
diploma.
and happiness.
zie Lovett of near Olive, was Andrus, was born November was secretary-treasurer of
9, 1921, at Dexter, Ky.
born March 28, 1921.
1939, SecHis education was begun at the Senior Class in
After completing the course
your good work
Pepstera
of
reasurer
retary-t
It is our hope that you continue
You have our best wishes throughout life.
of study prescribed by the Dexter, when he was 5 years Club 1939, a member of Forendeavor you
elementary school of Kentuc- old, and there he completed ensic Club 1939, debating
and succeed in whatever field of
ky Glen bale entered Hardin the first eight grades.
a member of
may enter.
In the fall of '35 he enter- team 1939, and
High School in the fall of '35,
president
vice
and
Club
4-H
where for the past four years ed Mmo High School and for two years. In the 4-H
he has done very efficient west his Freshman and Soph- Club she showed her level
KENTUCKY
HARDIN
othçre years. In the fall of
work in his studies.
head by winning first as
Through his willingness to 1931 he entered Hardin High
conseKENTUCKY
clothing judge and
cooperate with the faculty where he completed the last quently a trip to Lexington.
and members of his class, two years of his education.
IV Y. hag been a very ac- Helen takes the crowning
Glen Dale was this year elec•
ted vice president of the class. tive student throughout the
II
For the past four years he four years of his education
Health, Wealth and
has taken active part in ath- Ile has takea part in three
letics and all Extra-Curricu- plays at Almo and two at
I, Happiness
III
work conhected with the Hardin. "For the Love of
lar
I
II
school .being a member of Johnny" during his Junior
II
both the Boys Hurricane Club ye* and "Circus Girl" durII
a and the Kentucky State For- ingt the Senior year:
II
a
I. Y. has no definite plans
a ensic Club.
Of the Marshall County High Schools...,
are
we
but
attifuture,
the
for,
pleasing
Dale's
Glen
These are our three good wallII
meeting people has very certain that he will
I I tude in
Congratulations on your co mpletion of your School
II
ets to the 1939 graduates of the
a won for him many friends subceed.
Work here. May You forge on to Greater things in the
in the school and community,
Marshall County High schools.
who wish him a great suc- Vernon Card
FUTURE!
cess in continuing his educaVernon Curd, the 17 year
tional career.
Ii
o14 son of Mr. and Mrs. S.
To your parents, relatives and school officials we
R.i Curd, was born r4ar DexLarry Doyle Puckett
Ford has built more than
tee, 'Ky., Sept. 24, 1921.
also extend good wishes at this time.
beIn the fall of '35 he
Larry Doyle Puckett, the
a
his high school work
one-third of all the automooldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
was
he
where
Ky.,
Almo,
Essie Puckett was born Sept. at
15, 1920. at Dexter, Kentuc- class president one year, membiles ever built in the world
ber of debating team and he
ky.
a HARDIN
KENTUCKY
He entered grade school at Oleyled on the basketball
also
/
w
Dexter at the age of six, and teani for one year. He
* *
m
ar
curricul
•
extra
in
six took part
the first
completed
in
part
took
also
and
Hardin
eVents
entered
grades. He
a
/ High School in the fall of pllays.
Nor 1985.
In the fall of 1937 he enLarry Doyle has been a t red school at Hardin, where
in exvery active student through. he took an active part
and
events
ar
curricul
The
t a
out his high-school days.
in
part
nt
Extra Curricular Activities layed an importa
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WHO'S WHO IN THE SENIOR CLASS
AT THE HARDIN HI SCHOOL

SUCCESS

HAPPINESS

i

SENIORS

GARDNER'S LUNCH

DAVENPORT BROS.

JONES & ERWIN

M.

IMF

11••

1=.

GRADUATES!

UTLEY'S GROCERY

Coming

TO BENTON, KENTUCKY
FOR ONE WEEK

SEE
THE
NEW
FORD
V-8'S

Fr

—7

We Salute the
GRADUATING .SENIORS

STARTING MONDAY, MAY 1

BISBEE'S COMEDIANS

dos! e-to'

UNDER THEIR BIG WATERPROOF TENT!

of Marshall County for
their commendable piece
of work in

completing

their high school courses. May happiness and

20- PEOPLE -20

success be yours.

BAND AND ORCHESTRA
—presenting—
High-Class Plays and Vaudeville
Featuring Your Old Friend

"Rube" Brasfield

the parThis organization is happy to also salute
We invite
ents and friends of these graduates.
your friendship and patronage.

Your Favorite Comedian
Opening Play, Monday Night, "Detouring Wives"

Admission, 10 and 25 cents
LADIES FREE OPENING NIGHT

wt.

rr.
f!,

tritt

ttc4'

YOUNGBLOOD'S GROCERY
HARDIN

KENTUCKY

This Firm is happy to have the Friendship of Marshall
county high school grads an d officials. We believe in the
Progress of Education in Marshall county and invite
all Seniors, their parents and friends to visit our Show
Rooms for an inspection of Amer ica's Leading Low
Priced Car...The Ford V-8

ENT
BENTON

Co., Inc.
KENTUCYMotr

.gg

ii$14
- 64kv+44

•
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WHIYS WHO IN THE SENIOR CLASS
AT THE BREWERS III SCHOOL

v

PiG11

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KENTUCKY

1939

Novelle has a charming personality that has snade her
very popular throughout Marshall and Graves counties.
Since "Blondie" is combined
of both brains and beauty
we are looking forward to
this Glamor Girl making a
spectacular debut in Hollywood very soon.

Tim plays in ;which he has
aret i "The Yellow
Jane."l
taken part
Shadow" and- e Senior play
"Sonny
Carl plans t enter home
college next fall to pnsue
his work in agriculture Being a conscientious w titer
and having a quiet & position we feel sure that I Carl
will succeed in his ife's
work.

life as easy as she has thru
high school, but she has had
her share of the teasing.
Charlyne plans to take a
beauty course and make herself a famous person in Detroit, Michigan. We are sure
she will be a great success.

active student while in Panther Creek, taking part in all
activiles and has been a
member of the • basketball
team the two years that he
has come to Brewers.
Jay is well liked by every
student because of his noted
sense cif . humor and wise
cracks at unexpected moments. He is very fond of his
ability to sing and especially
liken to croon "In the Little
Red School House."
Jay is undecided what he
will do in the future, but we
feel sure whatever he chooses
he will make a success.

success at what ever he Atem pts.
Gordon Chester

Gordon Chester, 19, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Chester of near Brewers. He
Nary Katherine Lawrence
Mary Katherine is planning
went four years to the grade
to enter Murray College in
in Detroit, Mich., bin
school
Mary Katherine, the attrae- the fall and puksue a greater
Lugene McCain
spent his entire high school
the and talented daughter of knowledge in the art of musdays at Brewers. Gordoe's
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence ic and we know that this
Lugene McCain, the sevenand rare ability
willingness
of Brewers has been a worLyles
teen year old daughter of
attractive, talented and ever- George Ray
an outstanding
him
makes
McCain,
thy member of our class the ready worker will be a worGuy,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
better Gaylon Lee Surd
Lyles,
Ray
George
is the reason he
This
student.
entire twelve years. "Torn- thy addition to that institucame to Brewers from New
known as "Barogy," is the
of his class.
Salutatorian
is
ago.
as she is familiarly call- tion.
The Senior class has long Constitution five years
19 year old son of Mr. and
part in all activitakes
He
ed by her friends, has a pleasthe
among
one
is
Lugene
Gaylon
Lee
urd,
Mrs. H. C. Lyles and has regarded
ties. Being a star in basketbut has
ing personality and a keen Novelle Treas
his education son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray gigglers in our class
of
all
received
ball for four years. Ile has
evthrough,'
sense of humor that has won
come
to
managed
Burd as a faithful and loyal
Brewers.
at
Treas
E.
F.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
in several pays, some
been
her many friends. She knows
her love affair with fly- Keith Crass
"Barney" has been an out- member. He is 21 yeark old en
were "When Sally
which
of
pleasing
her
exactly how to pep a blue are being honored by the
and has spent his entire ing colors. With
player
basketball
standing
Town," the negro
beautiful
to
their
of
she was taken inKeith Crass, the nineteen Comes
Monday class up with her graduation
future team will suf- high school days at Brewers. personality
the
and
Dumb Wait"The
minstrel,
daughter,
Novelle.
her school- year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clever viiticisms and humorof this agile He has been a member of to the hearts of
Yellow Shadow,"
"The
er,"
ous quips.
Novelle has the high dis- fer from the loss
of
a
Crass
resident
C.
E.
mates.
and dexterous player. He has the F. E. A. organization
"Noodle," as she is better Brewers is now a graduate of and "Sonny Jane."
Mary Katherine is a very tinction of being selected both taken an active part in the for three years. Some of the
He is planning to enter colof
president
and
Valedictorian
talented musician and has
for the plays and entertainments that known to her schoolmates, Brewers High School. Keith lege next fall. We are sure
organization
A.
F.
F.
made an enviable record in the Senior class.
he has taken part in are "The has made her appearance in has spent twelve years in whatever walk in life Gordon
past two years.
Among the many plays
this field during her four
Shadow" and the ne- "Mrs. Tubbs of Shantytown," gaining knowledge.
Yellow
Among the plays that he
He is a willing worker and takes up he will 'make a sucher
by
"The Dumb Waiter," "Mai.that
benefitted
have
years in high school. Not only
taken part in are "The gro Minstrel presented by the
has
"Dumb
are
rying Marian," and carried always ready to serve in cess.
has she won "Superior" in participation
Yellow Shadow" and "Sonny F. F. A. Club.
ShadYellow
the District meet for three Waiter," "The
He has played baskletball the main part in the Senior whatever position he is asked.
Jane," in which he strutted
Keith has been in the playa,
Marion"
ow,"
play "Sonny Jane." '
"Marrying
years but she has had also
forth as the Sheik of Orchard for two years
Jag. Irllter wow "Gas on my utom.
Little is known what will "The Yellow Shadow," and aebMrs.
the high distinction of win- and the Senior play, "Sonny Center.
Gaylon has steadiy Imade
was as bad I couldn't eat or sleep.
our
pressed on my heart_ Adlertka
of
even
baby
the
Gas
of
on
the
put
negro
become
minstrel
ning "Superior" in the State Jane."
brought me quick relief. Now, I eat as I
This lovable and peppy friends and wbn the reputacertain
a
is
Weep Sae, never felt better"
by
has
the
wish,
but
A.
there
F.
He
F.
class
class.
sport.
true
lovinga
is
she
being
as
once and "Excellent' twice.
"Bloodier
chap will be greatly missed tion of
always taken active part and been a
She was one of the casts of ly called by her classmates, in the high school and altho Although he has not reached Senior boy who is
We're loyal member in the F. F. A.
her.
protect
to
around
his
of
to
as
decision
years
the following plays: "Mrs. has spent her twelve
he has not decided what he a definite
that organization.
GET IT AT NELSON'S
saying
in
safe
we're
sure
has
expectwe
are
She
work,
Brewsrs.
at
schooling
future
Town,"
Tubbs of Shanty
will do in the future we wish
will
there
future
near
the
to
has
the
ability
in
Keith
"The Musical Comedy," "The been a member of the Glee him and "Noodles" much ing him to take an interest
happy couple make friends with any person IZEIECEt
Yellow Shadow," and the Club and was selected Sen- success in whatever they un- in the farm of Mr. Prank be at least one
of 1939.
class
old
the
from
with whom he contacts. He,
Darnall.
Senior play, "Sonny Jane," ior representative of the pop- dertake.
and
sports,
loves
Lugene
has
been a diligent worker
held
was
that
and contributed much to the ulirity contest
candy bar is and deserves the best in life'
favorite
her
Louise
Hughes
Jessie
this
year.
success of each.
James Treat
AB leading breeds O. S.
Approved. Inood-tested, started MAN sea.tire
"Luck Grab."
He is undecided to what h4 three
tureased
iu
weeks old. Prices abet
the
nineteen
Louise,
Jessie
colCATALOG,Write:
Lugene plans,- to enter
will take up as an occupation FREE
A person whom the Senior
er: Wry rourra mar• I.CLONI1011.Lamam
class has long accepted as an year old daughter of Mt-. and lege in the fall. We. don't but I am sure he will make a
indispensable part of its or- Mrs. A. J. Hughes, of Beo- know what this will lead to
top Route 3, came to ii4 from but we are sure she will atganization is James Treas.
James is the son of Mr. Jackson four Years ago. She tain success. We, can say,
and Mrs. J. L. Treas and was is a willing worker and nev- "Good Luck Noodle" and
born .nay 20, 1918. Fortunate- er too busy to help others. "Georgie" will sa!v7 the same.
CONGRATULATIONS
She has taken part In the
ly for Brewers he has spent
'Tubbs
"Mrs.
plays,
following
Jay Wilson Reed
his entire twelve years here.
to the Graduates...
He has taken part in many of Shantytown.' "The Dumb
the
of
At
the
beginning
Marian"
"Marrying
activities during his school Waiter,"
year of '36 and '37 came the
years, having taken an active and "Sonny Jane." She also
from Panther Creek
"Romeo"
part in the F. F. A. Club. was a member of the Glee
May everything that ls rich in life be in store
gentleman is
this
handsome
year.
one
for
Club
Some of the plays and enterfor you as you embark in a new world to make
Jessie doesn't have te wor- Jay Wilson Reed, son of Mr.
tainments that he has had a
was
He
and
K.
Mrs.
Reed.
the
If
future,
her
role in are: "The Yellow ry about
your own way.
born September 4, 1918, and
Shadow," a negro minstrel, rumors around school are
he
has
roamed
then
since
"Dollars to Doughnuts;" and true. It has been whiSpered
from plate to place with his
the Senior play, "Sonny that Kirksey will soon have
all
a new citizen. We wish her personality that catches
Jane."
the
glamerthe
girls
and
this
happiness
James has always worked much stiecess and
ous city life kept Jay in Dein the class room in her future life.
diligently
KENTUCKY
BENTON
troit
for a year casing him
A balanced formulation of
as well as other activities in
to
finish school one year late.
special pigments and
the schciol. Although this Imogene Holmes
He is said to have been an
treated oils -.
handsome, conscientious young
Imogene Holmes% the sevman has not decided what enteen year old daughter of
WARREN'S
Itis work will be, we all
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Holmes
Controlled Penetration
trust that the future holds of Bentbn Route 1, is copmuch worthwhile in store for pleting her twelfth year at
will lessen the danger of
him.
ment
Brewers. She has alwayt4 been
disappoint
a very studious persoln and
Ines Parham
ranked third in the clam.
•
r
pleasing
year
Imogene has a
The lovely seventeen
old daughter of Rev. and Mrs. personalitY and has been the
S. T. Parham came to us a target for much teasing which
year ago last Christmas from she always took with a smile
Whiteville, Tennessee, where I think she "giggles'i, more
she was an outstanding stud- than anyone in class but we
ent in the high school there. all love her for it.
She has made her deamatic
Whiteville's loss was our
KY
in "Mrs. Tabbs of
young
KENTUC
appearance
attractive
BENTON
gain for this
lady has a personality that Shantytown. — "The 1Yellow
appeals to both sexes and Shadow," "The Dumb; Waitwithin the short - time that er," "The. Alley Daffidal,"'
she has been here has en- "Marrying Marion." ilnd the
deared herself to the entire Senior play "Sonny iJane."
She also lent her soft eoprano
school.
Inez has always -been a will- voice to the Glee Clhb for
It has always been the plea sure of the Bank of Marshall
ing and efficient worker in two years.
l gene's
The height of Imo
all school activities. She was
County to be closely related to the activities of the Marchosen cheer leader for the ambition is to become ti beaumake
te
whether
unand
year
operator
ty
this
Squad
Pep
shall county school system. We have cooperated in every
der her leadership the rous- herself more beautiful. for a
respect with the schools in every worthwhile civic moveing cheers of her squad led certain boy in the Vanzora
the boys to several victories. District or really beer life
ment.
Among her dramatic per- work is something no one
is
.
.leading
e
knows.
:
the
was
formances
planning on t4king a
We are happy at this time to greet the 1939 Senior Classrole in "The Yellow Shadslimmer end we
impersonthis
voyage
clever
ow" and her
es of Marshall county and extend to them the best
ation of Mrs. Spitzendoiff, wonder if it will be a 4`Seay''
as the graduating class of Mar_
her
miss
will
We
looking
voyage.
thrice married and
wishes that are in accord at this happy season.
for the fourth, in "Sonny ivhen she leaves for school
shall County of 1939, have indicathis fall but we know she will
,Jane."
ted by your willingness to go to
LamThis institution joins with the parents, relatives and
be a success wherever- she is.
Inez plans to enter
Jackson.
at
College
buth
high school four years to complete
friends of the graduates in extending them best wishes
Tenn., next fall. We know Charlyne Hendrick
,
your outlined requirements, that
for success and happiness in whatever line of endeavor
that whatever she chooses as
October 27, 1920. there was
will
she
that
work
life's
her
you have taken a step on the right
horn to Mr. and Mrst S. C.
they choose to pursue.
make a huge success for she Hendrick of K1rksey Route 1,
abiland
willingness
success.
toward
foot
has both
to become one of the outity.
The facilities of this bank are at your disposal. We invite
standing chadaeters in the
a
Hi,
,
histcery of Brewers
It is my hope that whatever line of
you to visit us at any time and feel perfectly at home.
Carl Wade Chester
daughter, who they iliristenwork you pursue, or in whatever
,
Carl Wade is the 18 year ed Charlyne.
Charlyne came her from
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Homfield of higher education that you
er Chester. Carl has had his Detroit, Michigan, to enter
enter, you may enjoy the same sucentire high school career at our school. With her pleasing
Bob T. Long, Jim Ed Cross,
B. L. Trevathan,
Brewers. Although he has personality and winnitig way
cess that you did in attaining your
on
never entered into the field she has everyone -in school
Ass't Cashiers
Cashier
;I
high school diploma.
of athletics Carl has been a her side.
She has ma4e her dramatic
number one supporter and
i "The Yellow
4-11
the
appearance
joined
I.:art
booster.
Deposits Up to $5,000 Insured By F. D. I. C.
You have my heartiest congratulaTubbs of
"Mrs.
Shadow,"
and
Club at the age of nine
has been a member every Shantytown," "The Dumb
tions and best wishes.
since, while at the present Wailer," "The Alley Daffitime he is president of the dol,+' "Marrying Marion,"
Brewers Club. Ile was a mem- and "Sonny Jane." She also
yenr.the Glee Club for
gia
ber of the judging team and sang
attended the State Fair in two
Charlyne loves the Oolor
1935. For his outstanding
KENTUCKY
blue, we wonder if
he
"Navy"
member
club
BENTON
work as a
KY
KENTUC
just
or
color.
BENTON
was awarded a trip to the it's really the
International Livestock Ex- the navy. We often wonder
pedition at Chicago in 1936. if she will giggle through
•

Gas Gas All Time
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, book review "The White MonBenton,Womans
key," ,by Marvin Prince, senClub Meets at
ior in the Benton high school.
Ars. Draffen's Home After the program the

Nelson, Mrs. Rollie Creasolii CALVERli ntsrelIODIST
Blue Grass Hammers, pisMrs. Ray Smith, Mrs. A.
W. M. S. CONVENES
ton Handsaws, Kleins Pliers,
Nelson, Mrs. George Noyes
Simmons Tools and Diamond
'
Mrs. William A. Sloan, Mrs
Mrs. NeWbere Faughn and Edge Cutlery. Heath Hdwe.
guests were .invited into, the L. E. McHenry, Mrs. S. T. Mrs. Cecil Dav were hostess & Furniture Co.
Mrs. Mert Draffen' Was dining room where dainty re- Collier, Mrs. Genoa Gregory to the Calvert Methodist Mishosttss to the Benton Wo- freshments were served. The Mrs. Thomas Morgan, Mrs, sionary Societe' at the home
Attorney and Mrs. Jack
man s Club at her home in table was covered with a lace Roy Boyd, Mrs. L. L. Egner, of Mrs. Fugl4m, Monday afFisher.
of Paducah were visCalvert City Thursday. Mrs. cloth and held as • its cen- Mrs. D. R, Peel, Mrs. W. F4
itors
here
Wedn day.
Wyatt,
Mrs. T. A. Chambe
R. R. MeWaters, Mrs. Harry tral appointment a • bowl of
,ee, president,
Kanatzer, Mrs. L. L p
Jones, Mrs. J. D. Peterson, red tulips flanked by crystal Mrs.
terrn
eMerid
n. oVT
e.r the business
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Wilson,
M. J. As Eaderlin and Mrs. holders burning yellow can- Washburn, Mrs. Govie Smith session anti th4 remainder of' of
Mayfield, are the guests of
W. J. Myre assisted in enter- dles. Mrs. Ray Smith and Mrs. Brien Holland, Mrs the afternoon at needle work.
Mrs. J. D. Peterson.)
Mrs. Harry Jones presided at Duncan Malin, Mrs. Brun Mrs. Cell ayis gave an inlain in g.
Scheffler, Mrs. Edd Watkins teresting por on the annual
Mrs. Ray Smith, president, the table.
Living Room Snites and
Those
registering
were: Min. B. L. Trevathan, Mar-, Missionary Conference,
presided and Mrs. Rollie
Studio
Couches priced to sell.
Re.re
tstsSs
heldin
Covington.ts
('reason had charge of the Miss Mildred Kincade, Miss yin; Prince, William Roy DrafHeath Hdwe & Furniture CO.
fen,
Mrs.
R.
R.
MeWaters,
were served
program,
which s included Harriett Oriek, Miss Helen
"Movies From An Edneation- Peel, Mrs. Fred Filbeek, Mrs. Mrs. J. A. Enderlin, Mrs. J. to: Mrs. R, N. MeMurty, Mrs.
The Rev. and Ms. J. T.
al Standpoint" by Mrs. J. D. John Strow, Mrs. L. E. Corn- D. Peterson, Mrs. Harry Jones, Bill Pugh; Mr$s. Fred Salts- •Bagby, of Paducah, visited
Bagby, Mrs. Mrs. Ethel Aaron here TuesPeterson, a . piano solo by well, Mrs. C. B. Cox, Mrs. Mrs. W. J. Alyce and Mr* giver, Mrs. S.
L. L. Egnier, $rs. Joe StalWilliam Roy Draffen and a Curt • PhilliPs, Mrs. Albert Mert Draffen.
day.
lings, Mrs. J4 J. Jennings,
BENTON CHAPTER OF
Mrs. Albert Mtrick, Mrs. W.
O. E. S. ATTENDS MURRAY C. Hayes, Mrs.
. T. Lee, Mrs.
INITIATION CEREMONY
Tim Jenkins, Mrs. Vida
Stringer, Mrs. , Eltis Henson,
The Benton Chapter of the Mrs. II. L. nagaman, Mrs.
Best of Good Cheer
Mr. and Mrs: E. W. Wear
Order of Easter Star went to Cecil Davis, Mrs. Newbern
and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde FilMurray Tuesday afternoon, raughn, Miss Kathleen HolTo the GRADUATES
April 20. and filled the chairs land and Misd Annette Jen- beck visited Mrs. Ethel Aaron
and Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Hiett
at the school of Instruction nings.
here Sunday. They, are resiEighteenth
for the
District.
"
dents
of Wickliffe,
They also remained in MurDisc Cultivuthrs, Rastus
May every day that you strive
sucray for the banquet at. the Cultivators, Hoosier Double
Reduced prices on a few
National -Hotel on the same Shovel Plows, Vulcan and
cess be one in which golden opportunities present
Rockers and pull up chairs
evening and for the initiation Oliver 2 Horse Plows and ReHeath Hdwe & Furniture Co.
themselves. Our wish to you is an abundance of
of the Murray chapter.
pairs. Heath ildwe and FurThose attending from here niture Co.
1
everything that is rich and wholesome in life.
Mrs. R. E. Foust nd dauwere:
ghter, Jackie. and (rs. Geo.
Let us know if we can be of service to you.
Mrs. Rollie Cresson. Mrs. . Mrs. Zora. Stone. of Hop- Lilly and son. JimMie, were
R. E. Bailey, Mrs. W. L. kinsville, .Ky., visited her visitors in Paducah Monday.
Prince, Mrs. Elmer Brien, mother, Mrs. F. M. Smith,
_
Mrs. H. H. Lovett, Mrs. Os- here this week. She arrived
Electrical wiring and Lightcar Shemwell, Miss Rebecca here Saturday and left Tues- lug Fixtures. Free rstimates•
Cothran, Mrs. D. R. Peel, Mrs, day.
Dan Riess Jr., Electrical ConJim Ed Cross. Mrs. Matt
tractor.
Sparkman.
Mrs. Wilmuth
We will continue to serve
Downs, Mrs. Ellis Landrum; the public on lubrication
Mrs. Herman Cresson, Mrs. needs, gas. oil and other
R. R. MeWaters, Mr. and wants while our new station
Mrs. E. Is liellenry, Ruth is being constructed. Long's
Cothran, Miss Fanny Brewer, Standard Station, Benton, Ky.
Mrs. Herman Kanatzar, Mrs. a28m213chg
II
John Rayburn and Mrs. Wilkins.
Miss Julia
iiiiam spent
the week endj here with her
Lawn Mowers. Weed Cut- parents, Mr. 4àd Mrs. 0. E.
ters .Screen Doors, Screen Gilliam. ,
Wire, Ice Cream Freezers and
other Hot Weather Neale*
See our Samples and let us
ties at Heath Hdwe & Furl. order your 9x12 or other rigs.
niture Co.
Smith's Axminster Rugs.—
heath Hdwe & Furniture Co.
HOUSE KEEPING SHOWER
HONOR MRS, SMITH
You have received your diplonsas for the completion of your high school courses and are now embarking on the sea of life.
May you strive to do your best on every occasion
and make this county proud that you got your
start here.
To every parent of Marshall county high schools
grads we offer our appreciation for their efforts
in helping their children realize one of the first
stepping stones in life.

To Every Marshall County High School Graduate
of the Class of 1939 we extend our bess wishes
for much happ.ness and succssin the coming

Our firm commends you for your splendid work
during your years in high school and we join with
your many friends in hoping that whatever you
undertake in life, it will be a credit to you and

A shower was given by Mrs.
Clarence Elliott honoring Mrs.
Ray Hulen Smith, formerly
Miss Ruth Elliott, Friday,
March 31. Those attending'
and sending gifts were:
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woods,
Mr. and. Mrs. Curt Phillips,
Mr. and Mrs. John Woods,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smutheri,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Charlie Lyles,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Cox,, Mrs.
Harlan Staples, Mrs. AsidreW
Smith. Mrs. J. K. Smith, Mrs.
Martha Gore. Mrs. Tom Elliott, Mrs. Jaze Smith. Mrs.
Clayton Lyles. Mrs. Sid Darnell, Mrs. Orlan Darnell.
Mrs. Tommie Oakley, Mrs.
Fonzo Canup, Mrs. Ivy Newsome. Mrs. Elzie Riley, Mrs.
Alvie Edwards, Mrs. Lenard
Groves. Mrs. Arbury Phillips,
Mrs, Floyd Sutherland. Mrs.
Jim Shepherd, Mrs. Roscoe
Tyree. Mrs. Effie Blagg, Mrs.
William Houser, • Mrs. Erett
Starks, Mrs. L. P. Bridges.
Mrs. Alma Tyree, Mrs. Ilud
Phillips, Mrs. Lenard Thomason. Mrs. Sam Cole, Mrs.
D. M. Hemser, Mrs. Herold
Sutherland; Mrs. Rollie Creason. Mrs, Kermit Roberts, Mrs.
Rollie Roberts. Mrs. Clinton
Yates. Mrs. Rollie Hien Mrs.
Cooper. Mrs. Tom Burd, Mrs.
J. T. Norsworthy, Mrs. Bud
Rose, Mrs. Ludie McGregor.
sc Mrs. Wes Stone, Mrs. Les
Lents, Mrs. Gene Hunt, Mrs.
Lee Cole.. Mrs_ Holley Cole.
Mrs. Bill Stone, Wilma Smith,
Mrs Bill Smith. Mrs, Clint
Parks. Mrs. Hurley Bondurant. Mrs. Icy Bondurant, Mrs.
Lei Nelson, Mrs. Ola Parks,
Mrs. Hardin Sutherland, Mrs.'
Ray Hulon Smith, Mrs. Clarence Elliott.
Misses Alma Parks. Era
Lyles, Genelle Parks, Wilmatene Smith, Shirley Parks.
Thelma
Borders.
Martha
Parks. Marguerite Cole. Dan
Hamby. liable Riley, Ruby
Rose, Clara Elliott, Merion
Bridges. Louise Elliott. Jeancue Rose: Estelle Tyree. Maryland Groves, Vada Phillips.
Marjorie Groves. Pauline Dowdy. Norma Darnell, Lilly Mae
Lyles, Sherry Smith. Joe Ann
Smith. Margie Smith, Marie
Bondurent. Zena Bondurant.
Yvonne
Staples,
Lasonne
Darnell,
Mr. Terrel Wayne Riley,

cm Opening
?Monday
May 1st
Camel's Brown Gables

Service Station
Benton's only enclosed Lubratorium and car Washing. All modern equipment. Expert Workmen.
One Quart of Oil With
each purchase of 5 gallons of gas on Opening
Day,
VISIT US AND GET ACQUAINTED

J. D. Gammel, Owner
S.

EVERYTHING FOR
THE HOME
from Crawford-Fergerson's
Complete Bed Room, Living Room,
Dining Room and Kitchen Suites at
LOW PRICES!
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May the sea of life you travel over be a, smooth
one. If big waves and storms should come we
are sure that you will be able to withstand them
with your education and experience. May success
be yours.
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Large Selection of Bed Room Suites

---_---__

Make that

Extra Room into a profitable rent room with a
New Bed Room Suite.
isnw'ss_.
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Our Good Wishes to
The Seniors
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Who have diligently worked to complete their
school education. Accept our hearty congratulations

_

and praises for the work you have done. May

—
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we live to be proud of each and everyone of you.
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Hundreds of Feces of Chinaware and Queensware
At Greatly Reduced Prices
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PORCH SWINGS

We are mindful of the work on the part of the
students, teachers and parents in bringing another
school year to a close with several fine graduating
classes.
To the members of these classes we join with your
familses and friends in congratulating you upon
the completion of the work toward your high school
diplomas, and it is our hope that you enjoy untold
health, happiness and success in your further
pursuits
You are always welcome here!

s

all Kinds of Porch
•
Furniture Here.

1

OCCA13S1ONAL
I
. TABLES
1 Bnc-A-Brac--Nice to
I Decorate Every Room.

Farm Machinery

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR—
Chattanooga Plows, Disc Harrows, Section
Harrows, Corn Planters, Disc Cultivators,
Genuine I.
H. C. Repairs. Also McCormick-Deering
Farmall
Tractors and Tractor Drawn Implersenta.
JUST RECEIVED—Another Car of That
OLD KENTUCKY FERTILJERR.
BRING US YOUR COUNTRY HAM

Crawford - Fergerson 'Co.
( Incorporated)

RENTON

KENTUCKY

May you enjoy the utmost in
success as you begin
your life's work or future study.
We congratulate you on your
splendid records as
Seniors and want you to know that we
are proud
of you.

Close Out of Ladies
Spring Coats

Best of Luck to
The Class of 1939!
You can have that "Luck" by working as you
did in high school to complete your courses. We
want you to be a huge success in your chosen
field whatever it may be.

A. H. McCLAIN COAL and ICE
BENTON

KENTUCKY
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Sincere Best Wishes
0
ri To Marshall County's
t
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i High School GRADS...,
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You have made us all
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proud of you by
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fine work during your
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school.
To each and everyone of you we wish an abundance of joy and success.
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ROY L. BOYD
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KINNEY & BOYD
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J. T. KINNEY
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We are Now
FEATURING

.

The New

-._
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BABY HAIRCUT
41Ik
--c;,fil
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT OUR
PERMANENTS
Our wave is really a "different" wave...soft, full
rolling giegrning curls.

Permanents, $2.00
MODERNISTIC BEAUTY SHOP
PADU'OAH

has in school, Success is waiting for him.
Ray shall be greatly missed;
at Aurora by his schoolmates
Seniors of the Clavert City twill be delivered Sunday
and friends, so the best we
1
the Rev. R.
high
school will begin their night AprH 30 by
1
can do for him now is "To
L. Lax. I
pplaayrit.ng the 'eating fe- wish him the best of Luck."' commencement week activiComme cement
exert:nee
ties with a play Friday eve- will be lield Thursday May
Nelline is the attractive rmale
They are rivals in Our Forning at 8 o'clock.
4 with the commencement adseventeen year old daughter
societies,
ensic
Mole*
being
The Baccalaureate sermon dress by goy 0. Chumbler.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Lovett
a member of the Swastika
of Hardin Route 1.
By BILL FIBER
society
and Lorene of the
Out of the Senior class of
The' students of
Benton
Aurora this year, we feel that Watauga society.
high school showed their
Lorene is undecided as to fickleness
Nelline, if possible is the
again when they
her
vocation, but we feel sure selected
happiest, because she has
a second beauty to
been chosen our Valedictor- that she will climb the lad- participate in the contest to
der of success in what. ever vo- elect the Strawberry
ian.
Queen.
After graduating from the cation she.may cho
They changed their eye for
$5.95 to $9.95 Coats. Now
$1.98 to $6.95
Molene plans to itake a beauty
Unity grade school she enterwhen they suddenly
$5.95
Mannish Suits reduced to
$2.
course
beauty
in
culthre,
and
ed the Aurora High School,
and by a large majority se-,
New
Shipment
20c
grade
80
sq.
Prints,
115*
yd
we
feel sure that he will lected the
and has spent her entire four
"unballyhooed'
New Shipment of young men's green suits, $14.95 up
accomplish
her
purPOse.
years here.
red headed Rebecca Morgan
9xI2 felt base rugs
$2.95 to $4.96
to the honored post of BenNelline has worked diligentChildren's White Shoes or Oxfords
98c up
Emerson
Henson
ly and we feel sure she has
ton Hi's Beauty.
The Senior class as well as
reached the goal she labored
August 3, 1918, Mr. and
so faithfully for.
Mrs. Charley Henson became the entire school received a
Nelline has taken an active the proud parents of William severe shock last week end
Stetson Hats. Arrow Shirts, Florsheim and
part in all school activities. Emerson. When he was of when Weldon Nelson was
Friendly Shoes, Lees Carpenter Overalls
She has been in several plays school age he became a mem- stricken with a serious attack
Wolverine and Etrovrnbilt Shoes
during her high school ca- ber of the student body at of acute appendicitis and had
reer and has a leading part Aurora. Since then he has re- to be rushed to the hospital
in the Senior play "Dying to mained a loyal, hard work- to have the aggravating memLive."
ing pupil, loved and apprecia- ber removed. With school so
,,In spite of the great han- ted by all his schoolmates nearly completed we sincerely hope that Weldon will imdicap of living so far from and teachers.
HAPPY SAILING
school until recently when
Emerson was an 'outstand- prove sufficiently to take
AHEAD, CLASS of '39
she moved into the commun- ing member of our basketball part in the graduating exerity there has been very few squad for five years but due cises.
This tragic incident recalls
days she has been absent.
to the age limit he was unthe last school month two
Nelline plans to enter col- able to play last season.
4
4 .
011M
i
_ You have our Best
% •t
lege after graduating and we
During softball season Em- years ago when Frank Story
s. .r.
.
are sure she will make a great erson shows hia ability as was forced out of school due
f
7, . Wishes for Happiness
'
to a similar incident.
success. So the "Best of first baseman:
i
1
Miss Faughn assembled the
Luck" Nelline.
He has belonged; to both
#
and SUCCESS!
/
the 4-H Club and Future Senior actors Monday night
1111
Orvil Thomas Lee
Vi
Farmers of America. He is a to begin rehearsal on the
'NP
Senior
masterpiece
"Sunmember
of
the
Watauga soWe
Orvil Thomas Lee, the
are
proud
of
you
Seniors and extend greetshine." This play was given
likeable 19 year old son of ciety, a local organization for exactly ten
ings at this joyous time.
years
ago
by
the
the
promotion of Forensic
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lee of
graduating class of Benton
LONG'S STANDARD STATION
Hardin Route 1, is the second league \activities.
high
school, and we thought
He has shown shown. his
member of the family to
BENTON
KENTUCKY
dramatic ability in. "At the that it would be amusing to
...
graduate from Aurora.
represent it and too because
End
of
the
Road,
"The
Gay
After finishing the eighth
it is a very interesting play
grade at Unity Grade School Pretenders" and the Senior with a most home like atmosplay
"Dying
to Live."
in '35 he entered Aurora Hi
This fall Emerson plans to phere, a sanitarium with a
as a Freshman, completing
"loony" detective searchink
his entire high school career go to Detroit where he will for clues and messing up the
take
a
course in hiechanics.
there.
Certain members of the fair scenery.
Ovie has had an outstandTuesday morning, the best
ing part in several plays pre- sex have played an impor- male vocalists of Murray
tant
part
"Em's"
in
life but
sented at Aurora. He has had
College entertained the studa leading part in the Junior we hope it wont prove fatal ent body with a series of mus.
We feel sure that Emerson
play, "The Gay Pretenders,"
ical interpretations by the
presented this year and also will be successful in whatev- Glee Club and two exceptionthe Senior play, "Dying to er he undertakes because he al numbers by the Quartet
Live." He is a member of the has a will to do and here's which refuted a resounding
hoping that the 4sSakesill alSwastika Society.
demand for an encore due to
He has been a faithful ways be yours, Emerson.
the lack of time. Eldridge
student since entering high
Cross, a former Benton studschool and will be greatly
ent, was among the number
missed by all his schoolmates.
Ray Lee, better known as of singers.
Ovie is the "Life" of the Wiley among his schoolmates,
Senior cass and we wish for is the popular 19 year
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed
old
him success in all his under- son of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver of Lexington, Ky., returned
takings. He is undecided Lee of Hardin Route 1.
to 'their home Sunday after
about his occupation after
After graduating from Uni- a few days visit with Mrs.
graduation but we are sure ty grade school, Ray entered Reed's parents, Mr. and Mrs,
he will make a success in Aurora Hi School and is com- W. I. Harper.
whatever it might be.
pleting his high school career
this year. We are very proud
of Ray and are glad to say
Lorene and Molene Dun- he shall be payed for his
can, the twin daughters of hard work during high school
—LIFE'S IMPORTANT
Mr. and Mrs. Tomy Duncan, by having the honor of being
were born May 24, 1920. Com- our Salutorian.
CROSSROAD . .
Ray is president of the Senpleting their eighth
grade
course at Faxon, they attend- ior elsas and has held other
ed high school there for two class offices during high
years. In the fall of 1939 school. Ile has shown his draithey became a welcome addi- matic ability in several plays
iton to the Junior class of while in high sehOol and has
Aurora High School where the leading male i1pagt in the
to
play, "Dying
they are now completing their Senior
high school career.
Live."
They have labored diligentRay is captain of the
the Forenly since their coming to Au- Swastika society
rora. and we feel sure that sic League this year, and as
they have rightfully earned the Swastika society won a
the honor of graduating with silver loving cup was presented to our captain and his
the class of '39.
Lorene and ?Jolene have society.
or the graduate
taken an active part in all
Ray is undec';Ied as to
no other gift can equal the endurschool activities .and have what he shall chose for his ing beauty and life-long practicality',
shown their dramatic ability oceupation after , graduation. of• Terannes Watch...Since Mi.:
Tavannes timepieces
'passed
in several plays. They are but whatever he may choose wife honors- the besthave
of adthentic
loth characters in the Senior we feet sure if he will keep styling and flawless accuracy .4. Deplay, "Dying to Live,' Lo- the good work going as he pendability assured by the Tavadtest

KENTUCKY
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World-Wide Guarantee.

A bright world is now before you, 1939 Gradu-

Success and Happiness to
the 1939 Graduates

If you continue to study and work in the future
as you have in the past there should be no doubt

ates of Marshall County High Schools. What you
do from now on will be left entirely up to you.
This firm wishes that you take advantage of ev-

as to your ultimate success.
X

/
... May you succeed in your

ery opportunity that presents itself and that in

life's work and

the. future you may enjoy untold success.

credit to your commun-

be

a

Ladies' Tavcrnnes. 7.jirwrilinovetneet.
10 Xi. rolled-gold plat* btsel and
steel back in yellow only. Kreisler
black silk cord with safety il
z
m

ity and county. We sincerely hope that whatever you decide to do in the future that your good
fruits will blossom forth among your friends and
loved ones.

Men's Tavannes, 7-iewel movement.
10 Xt. yellow rolled-gold plate caw
Stainless steel bock. Pigskin loathe,
strap
*2555

Ft.

Same watch in 10
gold-21101
yellow only . . . .. • URN

•
4d1r

--vsaaseser—Wviorleil"

4,1.
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sides her would never fuss.
Margaret has had all of her
schooling in B'ham. She has
proven to be a good student
and steady. When you want
anything done she's ready!
In every heart Margaret holds
a place. Because of her love
for those and her smiling
face.
Margaret plans to. 'enter
college.
Utopia Society; Home Be
Reporter; Dramatic Culh, Pep
Club.

WIRYS WHO IN THE SENIOR CLASS AT THE BIRMINGHAM HI SCHOOL

tion periods.
The attorney general's office, he said, has held such
service was a "flagrant violation of the anti-rebate law."
Goodpaster also warned insurance companies to exercise more care in selecting
agents and if they failed to

his office
do so, he said, invoke the
to
forced
be
"will
statutes
power given by the
those who do
ing
determin
in
es out in
not kold themselv
e aginsuranc
as
good faith
ents..'

dancing fool, And when you
Ingram. of Ironton, Ky.
Frieda comes to us from tell him to do anything he
Michigan. She is one of those gets it done, But still he's alFrank Henton is the ambiwho treats friends and ways for anything like fun.
girls
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
tious son
Go By"
HaYtie has taken part in
enemies alike, and surely for
"Watch The Fords
Holland lienton of Benton,
her there will be light. The various activities, Ile was a
Ky., Route 4.
failure has been erased member of the,: Basketball
word
Prank is one of those boys
life and she in turn Squad '37-'39; F. F. A. Chapher
from
t'ho loves fun, And as for
it from the lives ter '38-'39; Utopia Society.
erased
has
kis classes he misses none.
He was a mekiber of the
Jewelry...
of her classmates. A question
Books do not seem to ;be Frieda Ingram
never in basketball squad that won the
she's
books,
of
Prank's aim, But his good
The Most
District Tournament at MurFrieda Ingram is the daugh- doubt.
kooks has won him fame. He
Appreciated
There's nothing so'hard but ray.
kas the interest of the dim ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel
Political
In
basketball he wins
she searches it out. So mild,
so sweet, so shrewd, so good great fame. And to make good
Announcements
—Such are the qualities that marks seems to I be his aim.
adorn her womanhood. If she Roll on, old woirld, I'll roll
The Tribune-Democrat is
the patients like with thee. I prefer cheerful- authorized to announce the
up
cheers
Gift of All
CLASS of '39
she cheers up the students, ness—care is note with me.
mind
candidacy of
When you have the purchasing of jewelry in
we're sure she'll make a
W. BRIEN HOLLAND
of
Greetings, Best Wishes
stock
think of SEARS. We have a complete
success as a nurse. She plans Virginia Hill
the office of Circuit
for
ng
everythi
in
to enter Murtay College
watches, rings, costume jewelry—in fact
Virginia Hill is one of those Court Clerk subject to the
her
wish
we
helping
And
the fall.
Your dream of getting a high
quiet girls action of the Democratic priin the jewelry line. We would appreciate
reserved and
success in her life's work. She and on any matter is quick to mary election on August 5.
school diploma has come true.
you select a ring or a gift.
has taken part in various ac- decide. She talks very little,
The Tribune-Democrat is
May we join with you and your
tivities of the school plays, yet she knows a heap. For authorized to announce the
friends in wishing you much
operettas, interscholastic meet you know that still water candidacy of
President of Home Ec Club runs deep. She does her best
health and happiness.
H. H. RAYBURN
'38-'39; English Club; Pep and when her best is bad, for the office of- State RepreSquad.
She doesn't fret,and she does- sentative from the Legislative
District composed of Marshall
n't get mad.
116 South 4th Street
Ruby Defew
It has been Slimmed that and Lyon counties, subject to
ic
Paducah, Ky.
Ruby Defew is the daugh- an apartment has been re- the action of the Democrat
KENTUCKY
BENTON
5.
Angust
on
election
Primary
n.
DeLexingto
served in
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elvin
Where Virginia will enter
few of Birmingham, Ky.
She has a heart to resolve, college no one knows, but it Free insurance Te
a head to contrive, and a may be housework. Virginia Builders Illegal
000000000 .0. 0000
V4EXIXD ©©
hand to execute. That's why has been a good student thra
she is Valedictorian of the her entire high ,school. She is
Frankfort, Ky., Airil 20—
class of '39. A glance at President of the Senior class; Sherman Goodpaster, state
Ruby will convince one that Utopia Society. Cheer Leader.
director of insurance,, said today's
:
hidden under a modest ex- Home Ec Club; Dramatic
i.
.To
day it *as illegal to give
terior lies sterling qualities. Club.
free insurance to contractors
She is a clever girl and has
.Graduates
To the Graduates
and builders during construean honest heart. And goes in- Irledra Pirein
e
—7
.
Are
to anything with whole soul
Fledra Provine, the attractfrom the start—She's intellidaughter of Mrs. R. T.
ive
Tomorrow's
gent, friendly, attractive, and
attended school here
Provine,
in all school life very active. for four years. Anything that
BEST
Leaders in
She has taken part in all Fledra does is always done
school activities, and believe well. At all times she is ready
WISHES
Science and
me, we'll miss you Ruby.
her portion of the
carry
to
,
Newspaper Reporter Presload even though it may be
Industry
ident of Shakesperian SocieCLASS
awful heavy. She is a girl
III
ty, Secretary of Home Be. I of few words, but to the
Club, Cheer Leader.
point. To her classmates she
OF 1939
1) I
Ruby plans to enter Murdear. And we know
very
is
To each Marshall county High School Graduate
ray. We wish you would be
that Fledra will be very
faithful
loyal,
the kind,
much Missed when it comes
of the Class of 1939 we extend our personal good
The four years that you have spent
student in College as you
from
depart
to
her
for
time
have been in dear old Birwishes for a happy and successful future. We
in completing your high school
this school which is so belovSchool.
Hi
mingham
Fare.
students
ed by all the
have always been behind you and we believe WA
work will enable you to go even
CHIROPRACTIC
and we don't
Fledra
well
Mabel Sphinx
success is yours for the working.
farther in the field of study and
know what vocation you are
whatbut
daughlife
the
to choose in
Mabel Sphinx is
enable you to prepare yourself for
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John ever course you pursue we
"The Science that makes
a prominent place in the world of
Sphinx of Gilbertsville, Ky., are wishing you much happiness and success.
Route One.
old people well and
science and industry.
Home Ec Club; Utopia SoMabel is one of those kind
Pep
Club,
loyal girls that is slow to ciety; Dramatic
KENTUCKY
BENTON
young people happy.And for Club.
sure.
is
but
speak,
innew
leaders,
new
for
g
clamorin
The world is
mistakes, this is a good cure.
ventions and new discoveries in every tield of
To her own business, alone Anna Mae Kelly
she attends. And one of those
.
"Miss Faithful" she may
endeavor.
.
1
honest-to-goodness friends.
called, becanse Anna Mae
Mabel's future has not been be
of
s
graduate
here; She has to
the
always
YOU,
is
to
wish,
sincere
It is our
planned, but we know what
walk 12 miles 4 day but this
ever vbeation she may choose
the Class of 1939 of Marshall county, that you
her way.
does not get
success will always prove.
school
misses
Mae
Anna
may
When
you
field
r
whateve
in
success
attain joy and
Utopia Society; English
the
that
knotty
we always
Club '38, '39; Pep Squad-, '38
enter. You have our best wishes.
her to
for
high
to
is
creek
-'39; Home Ec Club, ,'39.
make. If it i just raining
don't min that. She is
she
Hayse Allen
awfully jolly. a d has lots of
Hayse Allen is the son of fun, but she on't cut up
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Allen until the work is done.
Anna Mae has a determinaof Penton, Ky., Route 4.
alclass
the
tion that will win and what
Hayse joined
KENTUCKY
BENTON
ways smiling, happy, and is ever vocation she chooses in
never blue. Oh boy! He's a life we know she will succeed
regardless of how hard the
work is. The sttidents of Birmingham 'High regret that
The happy experience ofover 2,200,000
they must say goodb-ye but
electric range users proves that when
wherever you are and wheryou get a modern Westinghouse
ever you go and whatever
you, too, can enjoy all these
Range
you do we hope success will
many other — electric cookand
—
come to you.
es:
advantag
ing
Home Ec Club; Dramatic
re- 4. Matchless safety.
cooking
Better
I.
Club; Pep Squad, Shakespersults.
ian Society.
2. Less work — more
Amazing economy—
at heart, That's why with
his friendship we hate to
part. In all activities he has
played an active part.
Me is a member of: the
Shakesperian Society, F. F. A.
Chapter. Pep Squad 1938-39,
Senior Clam Reporter.

Pramk Benton
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W. H. Sears

TWO SISTERS CAFE

6

GREETINGS

r.

4-ik• 4J*

DR. W.C.OAKLEY

C. C. HUNT'S GROCERY

RILEY & HOUSER

,

Electricity Sets the Pace
In Modern Home Cooking

Important Reduction
In Automobile Rates
20Percent Reduction

in standard rates for Public Liability sn d Property Damage insurance covering
individually owned private passenger an tomobiles, the use of which is not required by the assured's business or cc cupation or profession. This class also
includes private passenger automobiles owned by farmers or clergymen.

25 Percent Reduction
where above private automobiles are not driven more than 7,500 mills per
year and not operated by more than two members of assured's household,
none of whom is under 25 years of age.

EXTENDED COVERAGE
We also include in this policy WITHO UT EXTRA COST, protection for our
assureds while driving private passeng er cars owned by other individuals.
We include, WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COST, in all policies covering private
passenger automobiles written for theft or comprehensive coverage LOSS OF
USE BY THEFT (Rental Reimburseme nt Coverage.)
We Represent None But
PVT-TABLE OLD LINE STOCK COMPA NIES

H.R.PEEL&

CO:Tumly

wor 167TON

Ors Watkins

.

Married and quit for three
or four years. Decided to finish her work this year. Ora
has a hard time keeping house
and corning to School too.
She didn't have much to
say, but she is always busy.
Besides the other hardships
01 a fell and broke her arm,
on Thursday before Senior
Day, Friday. She is very studious and makes good grades.
Some say she plans to enter
college'at Murray in the fall.
We hope Ora v911 meet with
success and happiness in her
life's vocation, whether it be
medicine or housekeeping.
Margaret Heath

leisure time.
3.A kitchen that's
always cool and
comfortable.

and, best of all,

BE MODERN ... COOK ELECTRICALLY
6. Gloriouscleanlinese

NO OTHER COOKING METHOD CAN GM YOU
SUCH CLEANLINESS

col0X
sER
SOLID-Top
.40
PA
t c01
in
ea
:
A wipe witb,?. r
s" pots
cloth keel'
blacken
Doesn't
and paw—give=
sooty gncke cur
fumes

Electric heat is clean heat.
Pots and pans stay clean,
bright:kitchens keep clean
longer, with less work.
And just look at a Westinghouse Range! Feel its
gleaming porcelain surfaces, notice its rounded
corners and its smooth,
Solid-Top Coroz Units.
Then you'll see why an
easy rub with a dAmp
cloth keeps it spotless.
Why put up with oldfashioned cooking another
day? Come in. Let's talk
It 47,474

Westinghouse
Sup•rOv•a &skits
esiointes
biscuits in
true a cetst-evee start.

Warn&

mom
ELICTAIC (OWN

C

YOU MO

Central States Power & Light Corp.

Margaret Heath is one of
those happy go 1 lucky kind. Benton
Good looks, goold nature, a
combinatiort you seldom find. I
!Sports and jokes are the girt's I
(line. But still site say, she's
mighty fine. She** serious arid
a puzzle 4o us. For who be-

Kentucky
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Lee Dyke and son Hayes of
Route 7 were visitors here
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Ruggles
and children of Gilbertsville
R. attended preaching here
Sunday.
Rev. Parr, of Birmingham,
filled his regular appointments here at the Methodist
Church Sunday morning. A
large crowd attend.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dyke
of Route 7 attended preaching
here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Culp
and son Ophus of Hot Springs
Ark., are expected to arrive
Saturday to spend several
days ,with their son, Marvin
Culp and family.
Mrs. J. D. Collins and
daughter,
Ernestine,
are
spending a few days with
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Johnson at Rose Bower.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Holley
were visitors in Benton SunMOONLIGHT EXCURSION
day.
SUNDAY, MAY 7
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Wyatt
Return 11:30 P. M. were the Sund,ay guests of
Lv. Paducah 8:30 P. M.
Children 25c -Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Grace.
Fare: Adults 50c
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Afternoon Excursion
Wood and daughter, were the
SUNDAY, MAY 7
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Lit, Paducah 2:30 p. m.
Mrs. Amos Penney.
Return 6:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry GreenPare: Adults 50c—Children
field
and son were the SunWider 12, when accompanday guests of Mrs. J. A.
ied by parents, free ....
Greenfield.
F*owlet
Mrs. Lillie WaLston was a
KING PERDUE 741 ORCHESTRA visitor in Benton Saturday.
12-Piece Sensational Dance I3an4
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Forrester were visitors in Benton
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Cox
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Dyke and children, Lucile,
Louise and John William,
Mrs. Euklet Reed, Mrs. Ella
Hefflin of Route 7 attended
preaching here Sunday afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. D. C. Fulks
and children of Route 1 were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Otho Franklin.

he Baptist Church Sunday
afternoon. Rev. Johnson, the
pastor, and Rey. L. V. Henson
Rev. Winchester of Benand
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Dyke
and Mrs. J. A. Noles, Mi. and ton were present. The revival
Mrs. Clyde Chumbler aid was announced for the first
Rev.
children, Lee Dyke, Miss 111- Sunday in August with
Murray
of
Richard
Gregory
la Dyke of Route 7 attended preaching here Sundayi doing the preaching.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie ChandMr. and Mrs. Marvin Cap ler and children were visitors
and children, John and Virin Benton Saturday.
ginia, were visitors in Benton
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde ChumFriday.
bier and children were visitMrs. Coy Hamilton and chil- ors in Benton Saturday.
dren have moved to the MobMr. and Mrs. Walt Chandley property formerly occn- ler were the Sunday guests
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Theo- of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
dore O'Bryon.
0'Bryon.
Wes Johnson was a visitor
Mr .and Mrs. L. D. Holley,
in Benton Saturday.
Miss Martha Cox, Biven JohnA large crowd attended the son were visitors in Benton
ordination of Deacons here at 'Saturday.

i

COMING TO PADUCAH

We join with the parents
friends and school officials in wishing the Seniors of 1939 in Marshall
county an abundance of
the good things in life.

We hope that you continue your education in higher fields or enter some useful and profitable field
of work. Our good wishes will always be with
YOU.

The Briensburg Homemaking Class met Thursday afternoon April 20 with Mrs. F.
N. Holley and helped quilt
two quilts for Clyde Nip.
Those present included:
Mrs. Otho Franklin, Mrs.
es Johnson, bfrs. Marvin
Culp, Mrs. W. B. Hastin, Mrs.
V. H. Mobley, Mrs. J. A.
Greenfield, Mrs. George Wyatt, Mrs. J. H. McWaters,
Mrs. L. R. Fieldston, Mrs.
Thurman Mobley, Mrs. M. 0.
English. Mrs. East us Lowery,
MTS. Aubry Grace, Mrs. Jas.
English.
Misses Geraldine Franklin,
Dora Dyke, Virginia Culp,
Mrs. F. N. Holley.

Terraces Will Help
Farmers Hold Their
Soil Miller Says
"Terraces will help farmThe Seniors of the Hardin
ers hold their soil," says J.
H.. Miller, assistant county high school will present their
agent.
annual class play, "The Cir.
,
Water erosion s the great- us ,Girl," a three act comedy
est single cause of toss of kirama, Friday night, April ,28
soil fertility in
El cam- t 8 o'clock in,the high school
ty. Sheet erosion is the most auditorium.
serious since it orks gaietThe members of the daat
y and takes away our best are Everett Lee Crosby, Glen
top soils before it is eyiden: Dale Lovett, Mary Brooks
that the soil is being carried Harrison, Helen Lovett, Louis
away. When gullies appear !Burd, Dorothy Holland, Kathgone. Terraces is one wasl' to leen Lee, Evelyn McDaniel,
the best part of the soil is D. Y. Andrus, Rose Youngcheck the fow of water over blood, Vernon Curd, Mabel
the fields consequently check- Lamb, Larry Doyle Puckett,
ing the degree of erosion. Martha Lee Skaggs, Katie
Terraces should be so con- Mildred Dunn.
structed that they will carry
the water to a well protected
outlet where the water "rill
not take the soil with it.
Marshall county farmers
The Sharpe high school
now have an apportunity to girls trio consisting of Masecure power equipment for jorie Vaughn, Martha Frances
the construction itf terraces. Jett and Maxine Nichols, acThis equipment will be avail- companist,
Martha
Jane
able to farmers oil an hourly Phipps and sponsor, Mildred
basis. Each 200 lineal feet Eley
left for
Lexington
of standard terraces will eq- Thursday morning to comual 1= unit toward the soil pete with other high schools
building allowancie on the from over the state. The profarm. Anyone interested in gram will begin Friday mornsaving their soil by the use of ing at 10:30 o'clock.
terraces should contact the
county agent's office.

Lonnie James Joyce, 17
day old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Joyce died last Wednesday. Burial was in Strow
cemetery with Filbeck and
Cann in charge of the arrangements.
Besides his parents the infant is survived by a sister,
Imogene, and a brother,
James Edward. Grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Joyce
and Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Mathis also survive.

The Aurora 4-H Club held
its monthly meeting on April
10th at 2:30. Those present
were: Mr. Rothwell, Mrs.
Henderson ,Ruth McDaniel,
Virginia Wallace, Nell Jones,
Barbara Johnston, Marshall
Gregory. Edward Sins, Arlet
E. Jones, Dwain Norwciod,
and two new members, Robbie
Jones and Sue Hamriek.
Plans were discussed for a
club party.

Tom Trimble, captain of the
1939 edition of the Hardin
Blue Eagles received honorable mention for a berth on
the All Kentucky High School
Team which was ,chosen by
Earl Ruby and a board including District and Regional
tournament managers and
referees.

GRADUATES
of Marshall
County High
Schools

We pause to salute each and every graduate of the county high schools. You have made us proud of you by
your fine attainments. As the future citizens of this
county we greet you and cheerfully welcome you to
assume the responsibilities of good citizenship and charactek that are so necessary to the progress of every
wOrthwhile town and community.
The entire staff of the Treas Lumber Company congratulates the teachers and school officials on the completion of another successful year.
We want every graduate to feel that we have a sincere
interest in their progress fr om year to year. May success in abundance be yours.

kenEW
BEMS
GOLDEN BEAUTY

Office Supplies & Equipment
505 W. Main St., Murray, Ky.
We have recently opened an Office Supply and
Equipment Store in Murray, and a representative
of our company v- • make REGULAR WEEKLY
CALLS IN BENTON to take care of your needs.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS—Standard
and Portable: REMINGTON RAND ADDING MACHINES—$57.50 Up. SHAW
WALKER FILING EQUIPMENT AND
FUR NIT U RE
We have everything for the office and will appreciate and take care of your business. Drop us a
card for anything you need, or call Phone 20 at
Murray.

This Certificate Is Worth $4.41
our
Genuine
This certificate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of
Indestructible lismi
VACUUM FILLER SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PENS. Visible Ink. Supply. You SEE the Ink. A
tune guarantee with each pen. Sizes for ladies. men, boys nod girls. This pen will not leak
blot or break.

AND IT'S Irinait
ZIP—ONLY ONE P 1
THE MEW PLUNGER FILLER—VACUUM
This PEN holds 200% more ink than any ordl nary fountain pen on the market! You can WAID
for Three Months on One Fining! No Repair Bi Ils No Leer Filler! No Pressure Bar. I=
Pen tested and guaranteed by the factory to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOW.
PEN GIVEN FREE if you can buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS! This Certiflealli
good only while advertising sale is on
INTRODUCTORY OFFER—This Pen will be $5.08 after Sale.

Also $1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens, Only 29c

ADD
& Extrahe
for Msll

IAMTI

REXALL STORE
ON THE CORNER

Marshall County !Ugh Schools!
We take this opportunity to join with the parents, relatives and friends of the gra duates in wishing them everything good in the life th at is before them.
You have proved by your willingness-to study the past
four years that you desire to climb to greater heights. It
is our sincere hope that gra duation will be only a beginning for you to accomplish the things that you have always wanted to do. Some of you will go to institutions
of higher learning, some of you 'will remain at home to
carve for yourself a place of respect in your community.
Whatever you do may it be successful.
The TIME Between
Is Your Obligation

The very last word in
wrist watch beauty.
Smaller than a dime,
this exquisite SOLID
GOLD watch is without exception one of the finest
values we have ever offered

We've seen many a little "bootied foot" grow
into "sneakers" and then into man-sized -gunboats." We're not given to "worn on the soles,
spends as he goes" mumblings, but we do think
there's something worth thinking about in that
statement. Maybe the most important thing is
Time. All that Time, from boy into man. That's
when habits are acquired that will determine
what the man will be. If you want a child to
have the saving habit, that's the time to start.

•r(
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CLASSIFIED

Marshall County
High School

COLUMN

We Offer Our

CONGRATULATIONS
county are proud
The entire citizenry of Marshall
this year and
to see such fine graduating classes
you strive to
it is our wish that everyone of
achieve all that your heart desires.
of this firm.
You have the continued good wishes
can be of serKindly keep us in mind when we
vice to you.

Nelson's Drug Store

FOR SALE:: Hay for sale.
FOR SALE: 2 hots in city
limits of Benton. Water, lights See ('barley Margin or Elsie
available. J. T. Teas. Phone Collins, Bentoa, Ky. a28m5c
47 at C. D. Whitfield Lumber
NOTICE
A14-21 -28pd
Co.

KENTUCKY

woe@

Two women, over 35, to
Hollywood-styled
represent
sportwear. Must have car and
very best of reOrence. Write
air mail, 1910 N Las Palmas,
ltc
Hollywood, California.

SMITH'S TRAILER CAMP.
Lights and water in a large
Gilbertsville
nearest
park
Dam. See R. D. Smith. Smith's
Store, Gilbertsville, Ky.
FOR SALE: 8 acres of good
A28M5-12chg
land and newl house with
$1,FOR SALE: Good location good well in ymsonia,
for Filling Station. 0. E. Gil- 350.00. See Hafry Edwards,
A21-28c the Music Man. a28m5-12-19c
lihan, Benton. Ky.
ROOM FOR RENT: Nice
WANTED
bedroom, , private bath,
front
Hogs, cattle and calves.
two blocks from
hot
water,
Mondays
Peals preferred on
Inquire at Tricourt
square.
and Thursdays. Also buy and bune-Democrat.
rts
F.
sell good much cows. L.
rts
1.
Holley, Beaton Route
FOR RENT: 45 acres good
land_ Will rent all or
bottom
I WOULD LIKE TO BUY
Lon Loftin or write
See
part.
Your Hogs, Cattle and Veal me. G. L. Fields, 310 South
Calves. Veals preferred on 41 street, Louisville, Ky.
Tuesday; also buy and sell A28M19chg
first class mulch cows.
FOR RENT:; If you want
F. F. TITSWORTH
to buy or re* farms see
Route 6. Benton, Ky.
Phone: Sharpe Exchange Charley Morgah, Benton, Ky.
A28M5ehg
July 1,'39pd

GRADUATES..

BENTON

FOR SALE: 1 Pair Mare
Mules 9 yekrs old, weight
About 1300 Js.f41 three inch
rming tools.
wagon; other
V. A. Kidd, Briensburg, Ky.
Itpd.

All parties having claims
against the estate of U. G.'
1 New Wilson Improved Sew- Black, deceased, will present
CONGRATULATIONS...
$2000 same properly proven ,before
ing machine
50
Good Saddle
1
and BEST WISHES
IL H. RAYBURN, Admr.
I Steel beam Double
93p9.
51-12-119
0
11111e
5
j
.28m
*1-..
shovel
County
Marshall
To the Graduating Classes of
$21.00
acres wheat
0 50 lbs Crotalaria seed .. $5.00
High Schools
Ralph Fisher, of Munfordsvine; spent the week end
0 1:cod amount of barnyard
nr enure per loaq .. $1.00 here.
©
ROBERTS & SUTHERLAND
_____
year old Chestnut
Four
011
KY
KENTUC
BE
worked
been
horse
sorell
0
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Har0©00@©000000©@0000000
$100.00 rison of Olive were shoppers,
some
1-1928 Chevrolet
in Benton Saturday.
$15.00
Sedan
J.L. TYNES
Bro. J. R. Scott of MurBen Franklin Hotel
ray was in Benton Monday
HAPPINESS and
PARIS, TENN.
on business.
a28m5-12chg
SUCCESS: GRADUATES
Money Saving Prices on
LOT FOR SALE: Excellent Staple and Fancy Groceries
of
hand
glad
a
time
We extend to you at this
building site. See Geo. Wyatt and Feed. Heath Hdwe and
MlOrtse Furniture Co.
at B & G Cafe.
greeting at this happy time in your lives.
A FEW MORE CHOICE
nce
Seed Corn, Soy Beans.
Our hope is that by diligent work and persevere
LOTS For Sale in West GilSorghum and GenuSudan,
bertsville. See R. D. Smith,
that you will attain your goal in lie.
Cultivated German
Tenn.
ine
lle,
Gilbertsvi
Smith's Store,
at Heath Hdwe
Seed
Milieu
A28M5-12e
Ky.
& Furniture Co.
HELM'S CHICKS: LOW
Mrs. Joe Egner and daughR PRICES: ROCKS,
SUMME
BENTON, KY.
PHONE 38
REDS,,WYANDOTTES, Or- ter Peggy Jane and Mrs. Henpintons, Leghorns $6.90 hun- ry McNutt were visitors ill
dred, postpaid. Males $3.45. Paducah Monday.
Assorted pullets $10.40. OffiKorean, Red Top, Rye Grass
pullorum tested. Govcially
SAVE MONEY,
ernment Approved. Quick de- Orchard Grass and Blue
livery. HELM'S HATCHERY, Grass Seed at Heath Hdwe
BUY WATKINS FLY SPRAY
& Furniture Co.
dealer
Watkins
your
Paducah-Princeton, Ky.
from
needs
spray
Buy your fly
goes
and you will save money. Watkins fly spray
Read The Paducah SunMr. and Mrs. Galen Hiett
further than heavy oil base sprays and really
—Delivered in Ben- and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Democrat
down
flies
knock
you
When
does the bnkness.
ton Daily and Sunday 15c Draffen and son, Dale, were
with Watkins fly spray they stay down. It has
per week. Jones & Jones, visitors in Vienna, Ill., Sunodorless.
and
clean
a high killing-power and is
FlOrts day.
Agents.
You can use it in the barn or milk house and it
will not taint the milk.
• DO YOU HAVE some monSimmons Beds, Springs, InThere is another use for it. Use it in the house
ey that you want to lend on ner Spring Mattresses and
without fear of staining curtains, rugs or drapfirst mortgage land notes. Studio Couches. Heath Hdwe
eries. There is no need of buying an expensive
We have several people that & Furniture Co.
howshold spray when you have Watkins fly spray
own their own lots and have
on hand.
some money, and want to
General Electex Appliances.
We'll be seeing you soon to take your order for
build a home:. They would Dan Eley, Jr., Dealer.
this effective. conomical spray and to tell you
Like to borrtw enough to
about the other bargains we have on hotteliold
finish their building and give
J. I. Linn and Ray Linn
productt. You will save money by waiting for our
first mortgage notes payable were in Paducah Monday on
call.
monthly to secure the balance business.
of the payments. If interested
J. F. Saltsgiver, R. 2, Calvert City
address the Tribune-Democrat
All kinds of Electrical ReEAST SIDE OF CLARK'S RIVER
rts pair work. Dan Eley, Jr.
Box 30, Benton, Ky.
Ky.
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FOR SALE

Jones Cleaners

Rollie Creason, Benton,

s,

TEARS

•

$1

75

75e Weekly
Boys This

7 DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT RING
An exquisite masterpiece! 6 fiery
small diamonds on the sides that
enhance the
beauty of (he
large center
cliarr.:•!- 3! Setting is fashioned of 14 K.
Solid Yellow
Gold!
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50c Weekly Buys This
NEW STRIPED CANVAS

WARDROBE CASE
LONG DRESSES — MEDIUM DRESSES —
SHORT DRESSES — They all fit in this new
practical Wardrobe Case! Sufficient room
for as many as 8 Dresses that can be carried
without a WRINKLE! Ample room for bats,
shoes and other accessories!
LIGHT WEIGHT — SPECIALLY TREATED CAN- I/
VAS THAT WILL GIVE
YEARS OF GOOD SERVICE!

oco

INITIALS IN GOLD FREE!

Leather Gladstone
$1275

TOP -GRAIN COWHIDE LEATHER! .
Black or brown! Durable lining! Reinforced
with heavy straps and
good hardware!

INITIALS IN GOLD FREE!

FITTED CASE
Selected cowhide leather, with Lift-Out Tray!
Latest style Fittings of
very fine quality! An
ideal case f o r short
trips.

INITIALS IN GOLD FREE!

M.MANAS E CO.

DISPLAY AT BRANDON'S

227 Broadway

DAN ELEY, Jr.
PRONE 10

One of our feature values! Very
fine solid gold aetthig, with a
diabrilliant
mond of excellent quality!...
Full trade - In
value at any
time:

50e Weekly
Buys This

are Nature's way of lubricating the eyeball
Iirt and
—of keeping it washed clean of dust, ,
foreign matter. But Nature can't do it all—you
must help her to keep your vision in good condition. Have your eyes examined today at Manas'.
cash!
Use your credit if you're short of ready

Free Home Demonstration

et

DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT RING

HOUSES FOR RENT: In
Will Headley Heath, Jr..
West Gilbertsville. See R. D.
the week end here as
spent
Smith, Smith's Store, Gilof his parnts, Mr.
guest
the
A28M5-12c
hertsville. Ky.
and Mrs. W. H. Heath.
I will stand my 6 year old
With our modern equipStallion, known as the John
we can always give you
ment
farm
my
on
horse,
Rayburn
one mile north of Oak Level. full weight on ice. Call 108-J
Season $8.00. Living colt for Delivery. Lassiter's.
guaranteed. Not responsible
Mrs. D. R. Peel and Mrs.
in ease of accidents. Saybion
g were visitors in
Ky.
Elva,
1,
Route
George
Feezor,
Padueth fondav.
a28m5pd

WEST SIDE OF CLARK'S RIVER

11-1Wesksr isgs ant welded to
us skirtsod became an WogreI port of the washer. N.
bells it rivets to lessee.The
legs will set beano wobbly.
Welded legs or* only en.
at the easy listens that
orW always make yea Owl
yes bought a 01 Wusbor

See Weekly
Buys lids

Piano 2700

227 BresthreY

Paducah. Ky.

BENTON KY
•
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UNDER THE 4-H FLAG' PROMISES
TO BE INTERESTING; FREE TO PUBLIC

in any kind of athletics. He
where he finished his eleinen- and 'tSailor Maid," sheis uudeci d as to what 'he
played an important role.
tary education.
will do after he has finished
pera
pleaaing
has
Frances
In the fall of 1935, he startseho,91.
sure
re
we
which
of
sonality
Sharpe.
at
ed to high school
Geod luck 'Sage," we
whatIn his Sophomore year he Will carry her far
you will be successful
know
her
may
choosefor
she
ever
in
was chosen as a character
Two hours of talking pie=
you do.
anything
in
lie.neky Fair at Paducah
play, "A Fortunate future vocation. She 1as been
featuring the Elia
tures,
Margie Louise Vaughn
Club and is the Mezzo So- the class
at
as
toastmaster
class
'acted
iid
friend
and
congenial
Calamity.' In his Junior year a
of the famous
dramatization
will
which
is
trio
in
prano
the
Vaughn
Jones
Margaret
Margie Louise
the first father and min banhe played another important mate in her association
the 4-H
"Under
novel,
4-11.
the attractive daughter of partiOpate with State High
High
Sharpe
quet
of
held at
Shake.
play by the name among the students
hay
a
in
class,
part
Senior
We,
the
be
shown
free to
will
28
Flag,"
April
Vaughn.
competition'
School
Mr. and Mrs. Ranie
of `,`Lindy Lou." He was also Martha Frances plans to en- been honored by having with School.
counMarshall
of
people
the
She came to Sharpe commun- and 29.
The Class wishes Layman
in two operettas, "The Foun- ter schOol next fall but as
Margaret Jones, daughter
ty, Friday night at 7:30 o'ity and entered into the eleAgain may we wish Margie tain of Youth" and "Sailor to where she will go remains us
in
the
future.
success
Of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Jones.
clock, aceording to an anmentary department.'Through the happiness and success she
an unsettled fact. Are know She was born March 5, 1919.,
Maids."
nouncement made this week
the eighteen years of her life deserves. May the bumpy
will
that Martha Franies
the
At
four
Tennessee.
at
Dukedon,
all
softball
He
played
H. E. Rothwell. county
by
friends,
she has won many
roads of life be made smoothmake an ideal student on any age of seven, she moved to
Someone noisily climbs the agent.
who wish her every happiness er by her honest and sincere years and made the basket college campus.
Cuba, Ky., with her parents, steps greeting everyone in a
ball team his last year. He
and success in whatever vo- effort*.
The show will be given at
F.
the
of
where she entered her, first loud cheerful voice—no mis- Benton high school, Rothwell
member
a
been
has
choose.
may
she
cation
school. She went to Cuba take, it's Maxine the mis- said. There will be no adF. A. for four years. He was
Margie is very ambitious
last
his
three years. Due to ill health, chievous brown eyed, black mission charge and no freeteam
judging
lane
country
the
on
little
a
Down
rewarded
and studious and is
Lavern Fuqua, the oldest year. He was on the only on one "dewy" Morn: the she went to live with her haired daughter of Mr. and will Collection of any kind.
by being Salutatorian of her
e4ass. She is also excellent in son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. judging team in the county joyous parenta looked inte the aunt and entered school at Mrs. W. W: Nichols of near The program was produced
March 27, that went to Louisville and face of a little baby 'boy. Ligon grade school. She ens Sharpe. It was on the
. frosty primarily in the interest of
.
dramatich having starred in Fuqua, was born
At went to Paducah, to judge From the first day, he. was tered Junior, high school at morning of Jan. 190 1921,
county.
in
1921,
Graves
the operettas "The Fountain
the 441 movement but famof Youth" and `!Sailor the age of four he went to also. He was vice president the mischievous ty e. ' This Sedalia, Ky., and completed when big plans were fillet cen- ilies and friends of 4-H memMaids" and the dramas "Lin- Detroit with his parents and of the organization his last baby, christened Loyj Monroe, the course. In the year of tered 'round this baby of the bers and all others interested
1935 she completed- her fresh, family. Her older brothers in Agriculture are invited to
was born June
dy Lou," "The College Ho- remained there a short time year.
Lavern plans to go to col- From early ehildh cid 11Loy man year at Mayfield. In and sisters idolized her from attend.
bo," and has a part in the then came back and settled
in Marshall county near lege this fall and we know kept his parents, the, late Mr. 1937 she started to school at the start as they still do.
Senior play "Plain Jane."
In addition to the six-reel
Sharpe.
e. Sharpe, and completed het Great plans were made for feature picture, a 4-11 news
d iawrni
iofives,
he will make a suceess.
music
of
Herbert Liles and )iiii
lover
Margie is a
,
Al
here.
mark
her education and Maxine enAt the age of six he started
plenty of company 11 hi hu- high school
and has helped to win honors
showing important events
though she has only beeh tered Pleasant Grove school reel
us remarks
morous
for the mixed chorus, Glee to school at Pleasant Grove,
in the 4-H and agricultural
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In the fall of '35 she enterThe
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after
training.
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attend the program is a
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she
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Sharpe'
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future,
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where she has spent all her
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CHEVROLET

Out-Accelerates••Out-Climbs
and OUTSELLS the Field!
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value!
Take performance. Chevrolet is best! Because
it out-accelerates, out-climbs and out-performs
all other low-priced cars—bar none!
Take styling. Chevrolet is best! Because it
alone of all low-priced cars brings you the enviable beauty and style leadership of Body by
Fisher!
Take features. Chevrolet is best! Because It's
the only low-priced car combining the outstanding quality features of high-priced cars, while
saving you money on purchase price, operation
end upkeep!
See it ... drive it ... today/

Korot of other
Important feolvres.
and

BENTON

KENTUCKY

you consider quality merchandise.
Wall Paper Cleaner
Aluminum Cooking Ware
Aladdin Lamps
Poultry and Garden Wire
Screen. Doors and Windows
Screen Wire, Black, Galvanized
and Bronze.

-

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KENTUCKY
True, the world pauses to
When
The Tribune - Democrat years of scholastic life.
the time comes its approach- salute the graduating classes
'ublithed Thursday afternoon of ment makes the high school each year, but the I world soon
that unrich week on Main Street in candidate for a diploma feel forgets and mil
thruwork
continues
stinted
Renton, Ky.
accomplished
have
that they
out life, the seni r whO received his dipio a back in
1939 from one o the Marshall county high (+cols will
think that the wo d has been
a most cruel place after giving him a hearty pat on the
en work) to pass on to high- back when he received his
er education Or enter their diploma.
Entered at the postoffice in life's Work.
'We hope that the Marshall
Benton. Ky., for transmission
some who are not in close county seniors who are getthrough the mane as second
their diplomas at this
with the high ting
association
class matter underl Act of Conwill realize that life is
time
school senior do not realize
ahead of them and that
still
gress, March 3, 1379.
all thei trials and tribulations
they will continue to strive
that they must undergo beobtain their life's objectare
graduated. to
they
fore
ives.
person
average
the
Little does
We sincerely hope that evrealize what several weeks
ery grad will take advantage
for
commenceThat time has come in 1939 preparation
of all the opportunities that
when we pause to pay hom- ment means. There are endpresent themselves and make
age to the high school grad- less plays, practicing, dress
the best of every situation.
class
prophecies,
uating classes of Marshall rehearsals,
Then you'll think this old
county. It is an event each histories, addresses to be preworld is a good place in
year that brings added new- pared, crathming for final exwhich to live after all.
ness to the life of everyone ams and the stark realization
greet
Future citizens. we
in every community.
that therg is the possibility
time
and
you
at
graduation
afGraduation from high school that they might not pass
wish you the utmost success
is a thing that comes only ter all,
and happiness.
once in a lifetime and should "Nit is to the seniors of the
be taken with the utmost ser- Marshall county high schools
iousness around graduation of 1939 that we galore. W..
time. Little does one realize appreciate your
worthwhile
what an important event grad- efforts in finishing your secuation really is.
ondary schooling and along
Unless you've lived -in the with the progressive
mersphere of the high school grad chants of this city and counyou ,cannot
his ty we want to congratulate
appreciate
Frequently a n't o m o
true position and outlook. If you for your fine attitude coming out of a private road
any one thing makes a young and
excellent
in or, driveway feel that they
example
person feel important it is the your fight toward good cit- have undisputed right to enfact that he or she is about izenship. But the fight
is ter the main thoroughfare.
to finish
approximately 12 just beginning.
Recently, this question, was
sent tome:
"Does a driver of a car
entering a street or road from
a private road or driveway
have the right of way over
all vehicles approaching on
the street or road?"
Yes,PureangeontaIns,in properly ,
No—decidedly not.
balanced proportioaa, such proves
The driver should stop to
elements as organic ct,prxer iincl iron.
see that the street or road
Quickly stimulates appetite and aids
is reasonably clear. The drivnature in building rich, red blood
er of a vehicle on the street
even in cases of simple anemia. When
or road may not know there
this happens, energy and strength
usually return. You feel like new.
is a private road or driveway
Get Pursang from your druggist.
there.
You are not in the line
of traffic when you come on
private
to a road from a
driveway, so until you are
snre you can get into the line
of traffic without an accident,
wait—be alert—be careful.
IT'S SMART TO' DRIVE
CAREFULLY.

something that is not performed by every individual. It is
a time for the world to pause
and take recognition ,of these
beings for their superior efforts in passing all the re/quiredvWork (and some chos-

travelers acclaim the fine food .0
the two modern restaurants - the
Steamboat Cabin Coffee Shop and
the Old English Tap Room - they
praise the Friendly atmosphere mod
fine service - and they never forget
the modern rooms and the IDEAL LOCATION of the Marl, Twain.

EXPERT RADIO
SERVICE— All Makes
Work Guaranteed
Delmer A. Modrell
Calvert City, Ky.

300 ROOMS
itpl2
T. V. LORAN,Mgr

ST. LOUIS

Own Your Home in a Fine Neighborly Community—
Near Churches, Schools, Stores, Electric Lights,
Telephone

attende

her first school at

Vaughn

Chapel j grade school.
oing thiere for one
r mothlr and fath-

After
year, h
er mo-v d to St.1 Louis. Staying the
for thyle years they
mtived- ack to; their home,
where
e finished her grade
educati n at Vaughn's Chapel. -She received'her diploma
r.
L. Nichols. The
under
followi, g fall she started to
high • s hoot at Sharpe. She
has co limed to; go, not going to an yother school.
She
as been in both opof
Pountain
"A
erettas
Youth"1ee and Sailor Maids:"
Loug ne has 'eft * very
good re ord behind her. Every
scholar in schoOl likes her
very much.
As for the 'future, she is
undecided., but is thinking
business
about
a
taking

a.

Den,.
al. • • • •
Elta Ivey, et
EQUITY
IN
was unable to attend school
a ludgnient and
BY virtue of of the Marshall
two years.
Sale
Order of
rendered at the
In the summer Of 1935 he
Circuit Court, thereof, .1931
and his mother made a trip
term
March
cause
styled
to Denver Colorado, thus he
the above 3161.50 at the
in
of
sum
Janthe
until
school
enter
for
didn't
cent per annum
rate of 6 per
uary 1936.
1939 until Paid,
4,
March
from
herein, I shall pro• In his Freshman year he
cost
all
and
for sale at the
took part in the play, "Forceed to offer door
Benton,
in
Courthouse
Vs.
tunate- Calamity?" In his Junhighest bidthe
..
to
al.
et
Kentucky,
ior year he took pert in "Lin- Maude Womack,
auction on "the
IN EQUITY
der, at public 1939, at one
and
dy Lou." the operetta, "Foun-.
Judgment
May,
By sirttte 'If a
1 day of
thereabouts (be.
tain of Youth." He has a part Order of Sale of the Marshall clock P. M.,
Day) upon a
the
Court
at
rendered
in the Senior play, "Plain pireult„Court.thereof,
ing County
the followin
months
1939,
`—term
credit of six
, te-wit:Jane" and also had part in March
styled cause for the ing described property
above
he
the division of
the operetta "Sailor Maids'. pum of 8180.88 due .J. S. SamLot No. 4, in
Dec'd con_
and in the Christmas canta- ple, on his mortgage lien, ano lands of Joe Nance
Also Lot No,
heirs
acres.
the
among
15
member
distribution
active
taining
for
ta. He is an
orders of the 4, in the homestead of Joile
of the Future Farmer and upon, further
centaining 4 acres
prothe
of
balance
Nance and
court. the
being the same
has taken part in most all ceeds
and
paYitm
after
of the sale,
151 rods,
conveyed
respects
schooling
indebthis
during
all
lien
athletics
land in
costa, and the above
C. It
by
mortgagor,
cent
here. In his future he plans edness at the rate of 6 per
to this
to
193, Smith,
Special Commissioner,
8,
April
from
annum
per
course
Joe
to take an engineering
of
Lands
of
until paid, and all cost herein. make division
in Chicago.
sale Nance, Deed, and said deed
I shall proceed to offer for
10, 19Z7. recBenin
door
Courthouse
dated September
at the
Book. .... page
highest
Deed
in
the
to
Lillie Rudolph
orded
ton, Kentucky,
Marshall County Court
bidder, at public auction on the
office.
o'one
beautiful
on
the
at
was
It
Clerk's
1 day of May, 1939,
ufficiency thereof to
morning of May 17, 1920, clock, P. M.. or thereabouts
Or a
upon
sums of money go
Day)
the
Court
County
produce
(being
when this wee baby girl first
fol- ordered to be. made. For the purthe
months
six
Of
credit
opened her eyes in the home a
property, to- chase price the purchaser with
lowing described
securities
of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Ru- wit:approved security or
lebearing
Bond,
of
Town
execute
the
in
was , christened
dolph. She
must
Lot No. 55,
sale
of
day
the
Colinfrom
Marshall
gal interest
Lillie Belle. After six years Gilbertsville. in
being the until paid and having the force
and
of age Lillie entered the pri- Or, Kentucky,
BidB.
0.
and effect of a Judgment.
same land conveyed by
mary room at Sharpe. From Shadwick
wife. Winni ders will be prepared to comply
and
there she was promoted into Shadwick to B. F. Womack on promptly with these terms.
LOUIS LILLY,
the upper grade room where October 1,:1923, by deed of recBook 48, page 198,
Master Commissioner
she completed her elementary ord in Deed
in the County Court Clerk's ofeducation.1 In 1935 she again fice of Marshall County.
started to Sharpe but in high
Or a sufficiency thereof to
school this time. There she produce the sums of money so
made. For the purbecame a loyal member of her ordered to be
chase price the purchaser with
class. Lillie is always ready approved security or securities
to do her part in anything must execute Bond, bearing leCHIROPRACTOR
her class undertakes. Lillie gal interest from the day of sale
force
the
having
and
paid
until
Benton: Tues., Thurs. sad
showed her love for music by
and effect of a Judgment. Bidand
Club
singing. in the Glee
ders will be prepared to comply Murray: Mon., Wed.. and PrL.
Mixed Chorus four years, and. Promptly with these terms.
LOUIS LILLY,
her lovely vino has meant
Master Commissioner
much to -both. She played an
important part iz the Junior
play "Lindy Lon," and has
We specialize in ladies'
a part in the senior play,
All work guarshoes.
"Plain Jane." She took part
anteed. Basement Crawin the operettas, 1'The Founford-Fergerson's, next to
tain of Youth," and "Sailor
Crouch Barber Shop.
Maids."
MARSLIALL CIRCUIT COURT,
IENTUCKV
We know not what Lillie
JACK RAINEY
Pl'ff
G. S. Gibson
p.ans for the futpre, but we
wish her success in whatever
she undertakes,

g, running
th -datuat ss laughter,
and giving everyne a happy
smile, came the cheery school
girl, wliich is as you have
e Ann Bolger. Joy fillguessed
thet
ed
hearts of Mr. and
Mrs. P ter Bolger when they
looked ! into the little pink
face ofl their daughter, whom
they
Elizabeth
christened
Ann. An was born December
20, 192 in Paducah, Ky., after tw
years they moved
near
alms, and they have
remained there until the present date.
With a very ,timid little
face.
Palma
entered
Ann
school at an early age, but
when she came' to be in the
Palma graduating class and
was Salutatorian she wore a
bright smile instead of the
childish and baby face. To
L. P. MOLLOY, IL
this day that smile has never
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
faded. With her classmates, i
s—
she never fails to be congenOptical Parlers—Rooms
ial and she is a very active
Special Attention Given to
member of he class. To prove
Fitting Glass.
as
Secrethis she has served
916-17 Citizens Savings
tary in her Senior year very
Bldg., Paducah, Ky.
efficiently, besides other offices she has filled in the
past years.
In sports, Ann never fails
and is in the front line for
Ithleticit. To show her interest she served as yell leader
in her senior year. When the
boys were in clOse places or
behind, Ann would never fail
them, and you would see her
hop to the front of the squad
and sat', "Pep it up." Even
if her 'courage was lost she
would never show it by not
doing her part. She was very
successful and the squad cooperated. with her and her
fellow yell leader. Ann played
soft ball three years and was
also , one of the leaders in
that sport.
Ann has sung in the Glee
Club and Mixed Chorus four
A7M12chg
years. And she was in the
, groups of Sharpe that went
in '39 and won
cr
Murray
touperii
Is

D.

Dr.W.C.Oakley
Sat.

BENTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

CONVENIENT TRAIN SERVICE
OFFERED FOR YOUR ACCOMMODATION BY ..

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Railway
No. 1061
No. 1416
2:30 PM' 8:00 A M
3:03 P M
8:33 A M
3:39 PM
9:08 A M
9:52 AM
4:21 P
5:10PM 10:35 A M
5:40 PM 11:15 AM
5:56 P M 11:30 AM
8:25PM
1:40PM

Lv Murray
Lv Paris
Ar Bruceton
Lv Bruceton
Ar Camden
Ar Nashville

No. 105
2:00 P M
I :24-P M
12:50 P M
12:07 PM
11:25 AM
10:45 A M
10:22 AM
8:00 A M

No. 141$
R:20 PM
7:40 PM
7:06 P
6:27 PM
5:45 PM
5:10 PM
4:44 P
2:30 P

Our Guarantee
If for any reason
5:20PM
Ar 11:00 A M
5:30 P M 11:10 AM Lv Bruceton
you are not satisfied 6:18
4:40 PM
Lv 10:20A M
PM 11:50 A M Ar McKenzie
Lv
9:34 AM
3:40 PM
7:04 P M 12:29 PM Ar Martin
with Dr. LeGear's 7:25
3:05 PM
9:06 A M
P M 12:50 PM Ar Gibbs
Lv
8:55 A M
2:55 PM
7:35 PM
1:05 P M Ar Union City Lv
stock, poultry, and 8A0
Lv
8:10 A M
2:20 PM
PM
1:50 P M Ar Hickman
dog prescription for 5:25 P M 11:05AM Lv Bruceton
P M 11:59 AM Ar Lexington
lice, worms, cholera, 6:15
6:54 P M 12:45 PM Ar Jackson
limberneck, or any .9:00 P M 3:20 PM Ar Memphis
Observation Cafe between Nashville and Memphis. except on
disease, return to
morning train from Nashville to Memphis.
REXALL STORE on
Consider the • advantages of Today's Greatly Reduced RailYour road Fares-1 1-2 cents per mile in comfortable coaches.
the corner.
TRAVEL BY TRAIN—BE SAFE--BE COMPORTABLIC
money will be reTHE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA &
funded.
ST. LOUIS RAILWAY

In d emetics, she can't be
beat. 'hen she takes a part
in an hing her heart is set
on "pu ting it ores" in a big
way. I isn't anif trouble for
her to act natural on the
r its he natural talstage
took pat -in "A For•
Sh
ent.
"Lindy
Calamit ,'
tunate
Lou," and "C lege Hobo,"
and pl yed one of the leadem all. She
ing pa ts in
etta chorus,
was in the o
Youth,'
ountain lof
"The
"Sailor Maids" land had a
lead in the dande of the latalso has a leading
ter. S
• the Senior play,
role
"Plain Jane."
She lans to be on the campus of Murray State Teachers College next fall. As the
whole elass, we wish Ann all
the su cess in life possible
.ure the ones reand w' aornee e
maininj
1 Sharpe do (Espeeiall)t

Muril Beay

Aoreage—Industrial Sites—Home Sites—Farms

or

Late in the year of 1918 an
infant son was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Everette Seay who
was christened William Muril. They made their home near
Little Cypress. At the age of
seven he entered .his first
Vaughn's Chapel,
school at
where he completed his grade
schooling. Due to illness he

A TRIBUTE TO THE CLASS
OF 1939I take this opportunity of e xtending best wishes for
happiness and success to the graduates of the Marshall
county high schools of the classes of 1939.
You are to be commended on the fine record of work that
enabled you to be among the honored number who this
year received their diplomas.
I join your parents, relatives and friends in extending my
congratulations and well wishes.
The success you have earned in graduating is justly
yours and may it spurn you to reach greater heights in
any activity that you choose for your life's work.

Dr. R. E. FOUST
Benton
Kentucky
Office Over Heath Hdwe & Furniture Co.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE SENIOR CLASS
, AT THE CALVERT CITY HI SCHOOL
,

--.,

--

PAO' II

She has taken a great interest in all school activities,
serving in the band her
Freshman, Sophomore and
Junior years. She has taken
active parts in the following
plays: "Business Picks Up,"
"April's Fool," and "Everybody's Getting Married." She
served as secretary of her
class in 1937-38.
"Deanie' is a great lover
of sports and has attended all
of the school games. Her fay_
orite sports are basketball,
•
softball and swimming.
When school is out Deanie
is planning on taking her vactaion in Detroit but we are
afraid she will be detained by
her many boy admirers.

in Calvert High and is very playing on the girls' softball the Courier Journal all State River Drives Hens
second team.
populaA in and out of school. team for four years.
Her plans for the future are
"Eser" has been a yery
In public speaking Joseph To Back Porch
active student during her unannounced,' but the entire took first place in Marshall
Driven by the Cumberland
four years of high school class wishes her success.
county in the Bankers' Oraoverflow to the back
river
taken
has
work.
She
part
in
torieal
Contest and second
Charles Allen Norman
in school.
several plays and played one Blanche Ridgeway
place in the Oratorical peels- porch of the family home,
After school Charles may
Charles Allen Norman, popof the leading roles in the
mation Contest for Marshall 135 hens owned by Roy AshBlanche Ridgeway, attractactularly dubbed "H,oss" is the enter college or take up milJunior play 'April's Fool," , ive
county.
He was also a mem- er' a Bell county 4-H club
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
part
in
popular 18 year old on of nary training but whichever
She also hts a
the en- F. A.
ber of the debating team and boy, refused to quit laying,
ior play 'Everybody's Get- vert Ridgeway, came to Cal- egred
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Norman he .c'looses, NV; are certain of
the Forensic Contest vontinued their production at
City High School from tte
t achievements from him
the rate of 22 eggs a month,
of Calvert City.
ting Married." She has been Sharpe
at Alurray.
during her Freshman
bee
e
of
his
softball
on
the
winning
girls
team
perfor year.
As a crowning gesture to 'and returned a profit of 7
He has spent his entire
dozen. One plucky
the last four years. She ?was
his
school life atr Calvert City, sonality and "'Hose, Sense.'
ability to speak Joseph cents a
Her charming personality
showed
her appreciabiddy
the
entered
in
interscholai:tic soon won
where he has been outstandfor hr a place in had the honor of introducing lion by laying an egg'at 6:30
contest each' year of iher the hearts
ing in all activities, especial- Earl Jackson Smith
of thestudents; Senator Alben W. Barkley to o'clock in the morning and
Freshman, Sophomore land
ly athletics, serving four years
and she is well liked by ev- the citizens of Marshall court- another at 3:30 in the afterEarl Jackson Smith, brilJunior year.
on the softball team, of which liant son
eryone. Blanche has excelled ty and West Kentucky at noon. Her March production
of Pr.- and Mrs. L.
No we except Louise her- in softball
he has been one of the•main S.
for Calvert City Benton last year_
Smith, is one
was 26 eggs. Believing such
self has any idea what her and has
cogs. He has had four years Popular students of the most
Last year Joseph _representalso been an ardent
of the Callaying ability
egg
y should be
will
be,
work
life's
but
the
of basketball, and has
ed Calvert City High School preserved, Roy rigged
fan for the Wildcats.
been vert City class of '39. .
up a
class wishes her success in
one of the most active memBlanche not only has a in the civics test given by home made electric incubator
Earl has never been active
may
anything
slip
attempt.
Robert
G. Lee
hers of the Calvert City team in athletics but
part in'Senior class play but the University of Kentucky in which he placed 19 of her
has been one
for the last two seasons. He of those students
has
been actIe in other acRobert G. Lee, twenty year Ethelene Bryson
who studied
eggs.
•
has taken active part in long and: late. He has
tiyities.
old
son
Mrs.
of
and
Mr.
Rudy
It is possible to make nine
had a
We don't now her plans perfect words from a
"Hobgoblin House" and "Ap- part in *oat of the plays Lee came to Calvert City
Ethelene Bryson, the pop-.
"Wait patiently on illimite
single
ril's Fool."
Which his class has given High School from Howard's ular 19 year old daughter of for the future, but, wish her 9-letter word by removing one able Love, the lord and giver
When Charles draws near and will be in the Senior Grove where he completed Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bryson the greatest success.
letter at a time
without of Life. Reflect this Life, and
has taken a very active part
there is a flutter of feminine play, "Everybody's Getting the eighth grade.
transpositions,
thus: 'Start- with it cometh the full powhearts, and the boys—well, Married," which will be preling, starting, staring, string, er of beim. —Mary Baker
Robert, or "General" as he in school work. She will grad- John Freeman
the
holding
uate
they just pray ,that Chacles sented Friday night, April 28. has been dubbed, has been a ..
honor
:
of
s
Eddy.
..
.,
John Freeman, known as • tingo sin go sin, in, I.
.
-1
The class feels sure that the steady plodding worker all % aiedictorian.
doesn't decide lie would like
1
"Hank" to his schoolmates,
"Weinie," as she is pepu- is the
to be with their girl. Right earnest desire which Earl has, through school. Although he
18 year old son of Mrs.
h
now, though it seems Charles accompanied by his ability, hasn't taken an active part larly known at school,
li.as Mary Freeman. He came to
is already eaptured, and by will mean success for him in athletics he has been will- spent all of her school 4aY8 Calvert High School from
I
one of the sweetest little girls when he enters college this ing to work wherever he in Calvert High.
Howard's Grove where he
Besides
being
an
exce4ent
fall to take up medicine.
could and has a part in the
completed the grades. Hank
Senior play, "Everybody's student Weinie has been : ac- has been a prominent student
i
a mem- throughout his _ high school
Albadean Conrsey
(letting Married," which will tiye in athletics being
,
night, ber of the softball team for career, competing in several
presented
be
Friday
/
Albadean Coursey is the
the past four years. She has of the school's activities. He
charming 18 year old daugh- April 28.
been among the group to
uncertain
about
Robert
is
has the leading part in the
ter Of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
interscholastic contests Senior
take
his plans for the future.
play,' "Everybody'll,
Coursey of Calvert City.
each of her four years in Getting Married!" He is also
Albadean known as "Dean- Harrell
high school,
B. Martin
(Not&SVItli
the head librarian of the enie" by her many friends has
Weinie has taken parts in tire school.
1
a very quiet disposition tho
Harrell B.Martin, handsome many class and school plays.
He is popular with every-,
she often rules the class by eighteen year old son of Mr. Among these are "Business
her sweet suggestions and and Mrs. J. C. Martin of Pa- Picks Up," "April's Fool," one and has many friends:
Stt1V314
friendly smile.
ducal), Kentucky, is complet- "Everybody's Getting Mar- Possibly the fact that he
ing his school -career at Cal- red," "Here Comes Charlie." knows that "to have friends;
you must first be one," is
Yen High School this year.
"Weinie" has not definite-'
Harrell, better known as the ly decided what she will do the one factor which will
make to success in his life. :
"Jeep," has taken active after graduation but we
Murray and this year en-1
'all'
at
parts in the following plays, class mates, friends and relBest Wishes
tered in American History'.
"Business Picks UP," "Hob- at'nes,
•
wish her the besti of
Joesph has also been active
House,"
goblin
"April's luck in anything she attenipts
TO THE SENIORS...
in dramatics and will have a
Fool,' "Everybody's Getting to do.
leading role in the Senior
I Married," and others.
May you enjoy to the utmost the happiness and
play.
:1 Harrell was elected presi- Mildred Story
success that is now yours. You deserve the honors
He will enter Western
;dent of the Senior class and
College at Bowling
State
Mildred
your school has seen fit to bestow upon you and
Story,
called
' has filled his position successtake Pre-Med. this
Green
and
"Mim"
by
friends,
her
is
the
you have our best vrishes for happiness and untold
fully.
beautiful
17
year
daughfall.
old
"Jeep," with his black
success in life.
of Mr.
wavy hair, dark complection ter
•
' and - Mrs. Allie Joseph Hardy Little, Jr.
Story,
whos
i completing high
and winning ways in making
/
y
hool this year
at Calvert
every girl his friend. Though school
Joseph Hardy Little, Jr.,
City.
gradtatta four popular 18 year
She
he has a voice for music he
old son of
from
Canada Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Little,
GENEVA TRACY, Operator
'
plans to turn from this career years ago
and has been a bril- has taken a very active
h
CALVERT CITY
KENTUCKY
and take up electrical engin- scool,
part
worker,
liaut
taking art in in school work.
eering immediately after his
high school activities.
Her es being an excellent
graduatiall
on.B
esid
favorite sports are softball student, Joe has been active
and basketball and she has in athletics, being a member
Joe Li
-viz Clark
played on the girls' softball of the softball and basketball
Joe Arvis Clark, the 17 team for four years. This year teams for the past four years.
year old son of Mr. and Mrs. she was yell leader for the Besides having rated several
L. L. Clark of Calvert City, "Wildcats" and went to all all District
CLASS OF 1939
and all Regional
Kentucky, is often referred to games to help fight for them. Teams, this year
Joe won disas "Sid" and sometimes "Litparts in tinction by being placed on
."Mim"
_ .. .has taken
May Success Be Yours
.
„•
le bid."
I the following plays: —Dusl,
_.-'Sid'' has led a very active'ness Picks Up," "April's — —
----,1 4
:,.
igh school life, being a mem- Fool," and "Everybody
_'s
er of the softball and bas- Getting Married," Senior lay
Facts That Concern You
it is our sincere wish that the greatest measure
N..sel•gib.
Lethal' teams. He was handi- to be given April 28.
4:11
of success follow you after you receive your high
apped by his size but we
"Mim" plans to live on
'
'i 1.0-• .
tu .i , , <• .
school diploma.
ione that size will not keep the farm this summ r were
tim down in the future.
her "('oat- can su ive
e- '
.
-.
"Sid" has taken part in cessfully.
.
0
I I MI
II
Cif
:. IMI
We congratulate you on your well earned certichool plays and has shown
fication of four years of high school work.
nuch talent in them. He plans Mavis Morefield
or a career in baseball.
M a v i s Morefield, talented
Whether or not he will suc19 year old daughte of Mr.
depends
the
'eed
upon
future.
VISIT 138 ANYTIME—YOU'RE WELCOME
The best of luck to you. and Mrs. Edd Morefield, has
- -...
lid, and we all hope someday spesit her entire school life
r01.1 will
make another Joe at
• ---;
.
4 ‘tf,'
'
I
I
She has been an excellent
--„
'
dedwick.
student,
keilef
one
the
and
pf
Most
—
0
likeable members of her class.
.
CALVERT CITY
KENTUCKY
gary Louise Cash
-7
t -4
When everyone else wanted
Mary Louise Cash is the to quit or worry Mavis went )
-.-•
, Clow,
6 year old daughter of Mr. on with courage and deterrai'''• .V
OA/ b
t
i
aInd Mrs. A. W. Cash and is nation and usually succeeded.
' t he youngest to graduate in
She has taken an active
he Senior class, She has the part in most of the class
i
ionor of being Salutatorian. plays and will be in the SeriI,r
'.' ,,
/Ai!
: 4
'Eser" as she is called, has ior play Friday night. Mavis
ii 1
.
' /9345
A...pent most of her school days has aslo been active iiii sports,
9
1,
,

I

1
1
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MARSHALL COUNTY HI SCHOOLS

To Marshall County .
repea I)BEER'S
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High School Gradua es

Class of 1939

*dot° Irop

(
;
/ -:ll

Dept of Re.onve, license fees ,nciuded

-.

'',:.- -,-

•s. ''"*"; • •,,"
.

We extend greetings and best wishes to each and
every one of you for your completion of four years
of diligent high school work and the award of
your diploma.

..

We hope that your graduation proves to be the
beginning of a useful and successful life. You
have our best wishes.

r

RURAL ELECTRIC SERVICE
:A

CALVERT CITY

KENTU'CICY

i 1i
'2-.-'"

OF THE CLASS OF 1939—WE EXTEND OUR
HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS
Upon the completion of your high school courses.
It is our sincere wish that you will now begin
a life that will mean happiness and success to
yoil and your friends.

.

This firm is anxious to see you succeed and as '
a Marshall cotuitian we want to commend you for
your thoroughness of work and vision of the
future.

. VOLUNTEER FOOD STORE
/1;021:ER W. FORD
i

BEER helps even those who do not drink it! To
the tune of a million dollars a day nation-wide,
beer tax revenue reaches back into every cornmunity, to help pay for relief, for public works,
for education...and to lift a burden that would
otherwise rest directly on the taxpayers.
To this, add a million new jobs made by beer.
And a 100 million dollar farm market.
How can we keep these benefits... for you and

for us! Brewers of America realize this depends
on keeping beer retailing as wholesome as beer
itself. They want to help public officials in every
possible way. They cannot enforce laws. But
they can—and will—cooperate!
May ice send you a booklet telling of their
unusual self-regulation program? Address:
United Brewers Industrial Foundation, 19 East
40th Street, New York, N. Y.

,

,
o,0 BRtav

BEER...a beverage ofmoderation
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GILBERTSVILLE COMMENCEMENT WEEK

CIVIL BERiTICE EXAMS
The United States Civil
Service Commission has annt Exercises,
Sunday Night, April 30: The Commenceme
nounced open competitive exield
will delivLitchf
C.
L.
Mr.
be
to
n
Sermo
aminations for the positions Baccalaureate
ncement adComme
the
er
T.
Joe
rend
;Reve
by
below. Applications delivered
listed
dress.
Kentucky.
fall team, and a good volley
on file with the Odle, Paducah,
be
must
George H Heath
Friday, May 5: Annual
deic
The
2:
athlet
May
the
in
r
,
playe
Night
all
Tuesday
later than
not
ssion
Commi
in
present their play school picnic.
George H. Heath.. 18 year artment. He has been
22 if received from Seniors will
May
Friday Night, May 5: The
repyear
this
and
L.
ree plays
old son of Mr. and Mrs.
ado, and "A Poor Married Man."
Color
of
east
States
Players will
L. Heath- of, GilbertsVille. Af- esented our school in scho- not later than May 25 if reWednesdaY Xight, May 3: Conger Santo
in the auam
progr
a,
nt
at.
.
prese
iMurr
Junior- nior Picnic
fectionately known to his astie tests at
ceived from Colorado and Annual
um.
4:
ditori
May
he
e
,
,fact
Georg
Night
in
eat,
Thursday
Sot likes to
friends as "Shady,"
States westward.
has taken part in practically il9s it so well that he plans
air safety investigar
Senio
all school activities. During o make feeding people his tor, $4,600 a year, Air Safety Dark Tobacco Pays Ag Lime to Be
his four years at G. H. S. he ife work. He plans to run a Board, Civil Aeronautics AuBetter Than Burley Available Again
has been in four plays, on estaurant.
thority. Applicants must have
years,
3
squad
Bothwell Announces
the basketball
had 2,000 hours' certified For Daviess Youth
years
two of which he was on the Evelyn Igleheart
10
time as a pilot, and
I
H. E. Bothwell, county agfirst team. During his'Junior
Dark tobacco paid better
of of certain specified experience
ter
daugh
the
is
e"
"Eyi
utics.
aerona
year he was out of all athannounced this week that
ent,
S.
t
of
Rober
for
,
field
than
tsburley
Gilber
the
of
in
'Mrs. Julia Dexter
eduletics because of a broken
n
ltural limestone is now
ss
certai
Agricu
17-year old Davie
Substitution of
exankle. Two seasons he was ville.
the
to farmers of Marble
of
ayaila
i
cky's
part
is
Kentu
who
a
y
boy
for
count
Evelyn started school at cation
Apy under the A. C.
made.
pitcher on the softball team.
count
state champion 4-H Club to- shall
quit and perience may be
passsame as phosThe fact that Shady was Gilbertsville, but
the
have
of
ram
acre
An
not
!Prog
er.
bacco produc
, Ohio, when plicants must
ay.
for the past
birthd
been
elected to be president of his went to Akron
has
marthird
ly
phate
fiftyrecent
o,
1
dark
tobacc
their
ed
as
worked
0
$2,60
class is proof of his popular- a Sophomore. She
ian,
of
librar
years.
profit
two
net
Assistant
keted, made
Akron for
ity. Although he was elected bookkeeper in
For each ton of lime used
Department of Justice. $219, after allowing $10 for
year,
a
came
later
and
s
month
tusubsti
to be president, Shady likes .eight
rent and deducting for such $1.70 will be deducted from
tsville to com- Except for certain
have
to refer to himself as Dicta- back to Gilber
must
ants
applic
other expenses as fertilizer, the soil-building allowance
tion,
plete her high school.
tor of the Senior class.
a 4-year college seed, cultivation, harvesting and only the hauling charge
eted
compl
"Evie" has been in three course, 30 semester hours of and curing.
Upon completing his high
of from 40 to 60 cents per
find
to
hopes
e
,
plays here. She has played training in library science,
tehool Georg
of
toy
acre
s
ton is required at the time
burle
Reisz'
on girls' 'softball and volley and 20 semester hours of bacco made him only $98, af- lime is ordered.
ansployment with the TVA.
ball teams.
This gives the farmers of
study of law, all in schools ter deducting all costs. The
iratkleen Harman
Evelyn says she will enter of recognized standing. In acre of dark tobaceo pro- the county a chance to anply
y school in August to addition they must have had duced 1,462 pounds, which lime on the acres that have
Kathleen "Kat" Harman, a Beaut
beautify all the gals certain experience in law- sold for $21.93 a hundred, been phosphated in the last
and
try
M.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
us.
for
library work. Applicants must and the burly acre made 1,- two years. Experiments show
L. Harman of Gilbertsville.
not have passed-their fortieth 146 pounds !which brought that lime and nhsoPhate pay
Kathleen has spent 11 years
T RETAIL
ROLE
CHEV
birthday.
e
and
much better dividends when
$18.70 a -hun red.
tsvill
in school at Gilber
CENT
PER
24
UP
obbe
S
SALE
may
n
matio
Full infor
club member, used together. Lime may be
As a 4one year at Big Cypress. She
Ely,
Pete
Joe
from
tained
at
s
ecialiced in to- applied anywhere on the
Reim has
has been in four plays
t, April 24—Chevro- Secretary of the U. 5: Civil bacco growing, and has won farm and phosphate only to
Detroi
year
last
and
e.
tsvill
Gilber
s' retail sales of new Service Board of Examiners, several county and district soil-conserving crops.
was president If the Junior let dealer
and trucks reached 21,- at the post office in this ehatnpionshipi. In addition to
The supply of both lime
elan. This year'she is secre- cars
in the first 10 days city, or from the Secretary
units
143
growco
phosphate available to
tobac
ahnnt
and
elms.
ng
learni
the
of
tary
of April, 24 per ent above of the U. S. Civil Service ing, he hilti accumulated the county are limi,ted and
.1 the total for the same period Board of Examiners at any knowledge of curing and grad- farmers are urged to order
Dively Pinnegis
last year, it was announced first- or second-class post of- ing.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE SENOR CLASS
AT THE GILBERTSVILLE HI SCHOOL
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.‘L___DO_AN'S PILLS
ON SALE AT THE REXALL STORE

C. RAY
Bus Lines

Marshall County High
School Graduates

LET
Be a Leader in Your Chosen Field Like CHEVRO
of
LEADS the Automobile Field and you'll be assured
success...

Ar. Paducah
Lv. Benton
9:15am
8:30 a rn
12:15pm
11:30 a m
3:15 pm
2:30 p m
pm
6:15
pm
5:30
9:15pm
Twenty farmers attended 8:30 pm
the cover-crop meeting held
Benton to Murray
Ar. Murray
'Rriday,. April 21 on the U.'0. •Lv. Benton
7:30 am
Karnes farm, according to J. 7:00 a ni
1:00 pm
H, Miller, 1 assistant county 12:30 pm
,
3:00 pm
agent.2:30 pm
5:15 pm
The following crops were 4:45pm
7:30 pm
reviewed i at the meeting: 7:00 pm

Attend Cover
Crop Meeting

wheat, conimon rye, Balbo rye.
Abruzki: le, Missouri Early ,Connections for Bowling Greed.
Louisville and Nashville
Bardless -barley, Ky. No.• 1
barley, co mon barley, Win- Connections for St. Louis, Cairo,
ter Rye rass, Winter Oats.
Evansville, Detivit, Chicago,
Much interest was shown
and other points
in the grOwth and intense sod
made by I Winter Rye Grass
and several farmers expressed
the desire; to give it a trial
on their farms this fall.

PURECTEO KNEE
ACTION WM EMUS

The entire mechanical and sales staff of PHILLIPS
CHEVROLET extends Best Wishes for Success and Hap
piness on the part of every graduating high school Senior in Marshall county...
We invite you to consider the fine qualities of Chevrolet when you plan to purchase a car...Get off to a good
start with a Chevrolet from PHILLIPS CHEVROLET
CO.
SEE OUR BIG SELECTION OF GOOD USED CARS And
TRUCKS.

Mrs. Sara Cornett of Dallas. Tex., Nylio won a pipe
smoking contest at the Texas Centennial at the age of
110, died suddenly a few days
ago, as friends were preparing to liYe her a party in
linnor Of her 112th birthday.

Phillips Chevrolet Co.
BENtON

KENTUCKY

WRIST WATCHES
GLADSTONE BAGS

—Phone 99—

Treas Lumber Co.
BENTON

KENTUCKY

vit* %e%
e
j

Let us extend a glad hand of best wishes and success
to our home county graduates. May you succeed, as you
have hoped, in the work you choose. We want to always
welcome you here and be of what service we can to you.

Ladies FITTED OASES
And
GIFTS
NICE
R
OTHE
BY

TRA1)ING AT

Bank of Gilbertsville

IKE COHEN'S

Gilbertsville

2nd B'way, Paducah, KY

V

;

Lumber, Millwork, Warren's Paint,
Maxwell and Aristocrat Wallpapers

asion
No longer will you have to scamper to your local high
school, You have completed your required work and will
be called upon to pursue hi gher studies elsewhere or enter the world of active work in your chosen profession
or vocation.

DIAMOND RINGS

50%

,Let us supply the materials to'build
your new home. We will cheerfully
give you a free estimate of the cost
of materials. We also offer helpful
suggestions that will save you titne
and money.

We Wish Happiness
and Success to the
Marshall County High
School Grads of 1939

GRADUATION
GIFTS

SAVE

SPRING
BUILDING

.1

Kentucky

1

